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CHAPTER I

TNTRODUCTIOTT

PURPOSE

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the

relationship between health and development in northern

Manitoba. The hypothesis is that health and development

levels are positively associated because the same factors

that sustain underdevelopment in northern l4anitoba sustain

poor health"

II EXPLfu\ATION OF THE PROBLEI{

Pipeline developments and the search for alternative

energy sources have focussed the attention of governments and

the general public on northern clevelopment problems. After a

period of neglect, the North has come to figure prominently in

decision-making at the federal and provincial Ievels.

The Berger Commission Inquiry into the inpact of

pipeline development and other studies, such as that completed

in Lgl4 by Gemini North for Canad.ian Arctic Gasl, have begun

to highlight some of the potentially negative irnpacts of

rapid large scale industrial development in the Arctic. Primari-

1y, two negative impacts are cited. They are the destruction of

the natural environment and an increase in social patholoty as

a land-based people with a traditional economy are forced to

becorne more urban-based and a part of a lvage econonìy-



Among the residents of northern l4anitoba, similar

kinds of concerns have and are still being raised. The

existence of the Northern Flood Agreement, to which federal-

and provincial governments, l{anitoba Hydro and. the Northern

Flood Committee (on behalf of the Cross Lake, Norvray House,

Nelson llouse, Split Lake and York Landing Indian Reserves) are

siqrnatories is one testimony to this. The lTorthern Flood Agree-

ment developed from the concerns of the five Indian Bands that

the Lake Winnipeg Regulation and Churchill River diversion

project, proposed in I97I by l.lanitoba Flydro, woulcl have nega-

tive impacts on these reserves. The Flood Agreement, signed

December irg77, v,/as preceded by an Economic Development Agree-

ment, signed in September I977 which established a development

corporation to promote resource and economic development while

preserving the fundamental rvay of life for the natives.

Although the Berger Report and Gemini North Report

suggest that certain forms of industrial activity' controlled

by private southern capital, maY have negative impacts on

social development, this relatj-onship has not yet been well

researched for norLhern Manitoba. I{hat is known is that giovern-

ment activity in the t4anitoba ltrorth in the last ten years has

not substantially improved the socio-economic circurnstances of

native norLherners.2 Oespite this level of expenditure' a

smalI percentage of native northerners ís employed ful1 time,

their incomes are lower, and they have fewer educational oppor-

tunities ¡,vith which to prepare themselves for the job rnarket'
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Their standard of living as measured by maternal and child

health and nutrition levels and by amenities like sewage and

water systerns and quality of housing is 1ov¡er than it is for

most other l.{anitobans.

Yet financial investment over a span between 1969-

].g79 from just two of the major government departments, the

Federal Department of Regional Economic Expansion and the

Manitoba Department of Northern Affairs, who are parLially

responsible for northern development work, has exceeded

190 million do1lats.3

In viev¡ of the substantial financial- investment and

the apparently poor response to it, an investigation of a

possible relationshíp which may shed light on what are the

real constraints to development and rvhat fínancial investment

may lead to more successful policy ínterventions is pertinent-

As the role of health as a factor in regional development has

been given insufficient attention up to this point' the pur-

pose of this paper is to investigate that factor'

TIT DEFII{TTIONS

A. Health

The world Health organization defines health as'

,,.... a state of complete physical, rnental and social well-

being and nor merely the absence of disease and infirmity".

The I,]HO defínition of health is not used in this paper since

it woulcl present the difficult research task of analyzing
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the relationship between physical, mental and social factors.

The analysis presented here for the most part is limited to

physical aspects of well-being, though it is recognized that

social- and mental facLors contribute to and benefi-t from

improvements to health defj-ned as freedom from disease and

ill-ness. No attitudinal data lrere gathered, for example, to

measure the psychological benefits of improved. health.

B. Development

Defining development is a particularly controversial

matter for two reasons. Development theorists present theories

with different degrees of precision and thelz also tend to

use different concepts to account for development

For example, the theorists who defined

in the most specific terms are Franck, Maegraith

For Franck,

development
.4and Lewrs.

"Development and underdevelopment are products of
one single but dialectically contradictory economic
structure and process of capitalism. "

Maegraith equates development with self-reliance and indepen-

dence from direct outside assistance. Lewis thinks develop-

ment is determined by natural resources and human behaviour

and institutions. His definition gives equal weight to concrete

factors, while also stressing the factors of energy of mind.,

and a willingness to save and invest productively. For poor

countries, in Lewisr view, development also means transforma-

tion of beliefs, habits and institutions.

Theorists like l'/atkins offer definitions which in



themselves are simultaneously objectíve and procedural.5

5

For

exaæ.ple, Vlatkins defines underdevelopment as marginality and

Says it "shows itself as povertv, unemployment and v¡elfarel'.

He also defines development as an internal process whereby men

develop themselves "out of" rather than "by" something or

someone.

Myrdal, Galbraith and schumacher all define develop-

ment as a process. Myrdal calls it a process of moving away

from underdevelopment which is a constellation of numerous

undesirable conditions for work and life. Development to Myrdal

means movement upvrards of the whole system. Galbraith says

that "at each stage along a continuumr there is an appropríate

policy for further advance". His stages include popular en-

lightenment, popular rev¡ards, capital, etc. As countries

become more developed, further development becomes dependent

on complex forces scientific and technical skills, imagina-

tions, quality of work force, ability to use resources and

clear national goa1s. Schumacher Speaks of development as a

process in which people and their education, organization and

discipline figure highly. Getting the work of development

done requires motivation, know-how, capital and a market-

Singer and Revelle describe development in terms of structural

change requiring a reorganization of society's division of

labour. Their definition of development is a change for the

better in living condiLiorr=. 6

Göran Sterky defines development as being geared to



the satisfaction of man's needs, material and

Malenbaum equates development with motivation.

non-material
7

The definition of development that is going to be

used in this paper is the definit.ion that the natives them-

selves use. lrlhen native leaders today in Manitoba, both Metis

and status Tndians, speak of development, their meaning is
.Bvery clear." Development means more jobs, new roads, good

houses, and other aspects of infrastructure. They speak of

these thíngs with the expectation that they will maintain their

spirituality and their traditionally harmonious relationship

with nature.

One current example of the use of this definition

where it has a positive connotation is the well-publicized

recent sit-in of nine Norway House residents. Nine native

residents of Norway House were protesting a poor response

from government to their demands for more development activity.

They refer to jobs, roads, conununity centres and other infra-

structure in this context.9

In other context, development defined ín this way

j-s given negative connotations. For example, the Dene Indians

in the l.lorthwest Territories accuse the v¡hite-dominated oil

and gas interests of wanting to rdevelop' their homeland at

the expense of their cult.rre.l0 D" P. Usher's study on the

Banksland Inuit, who, prior to taking inferior jobs working

for oil companies, had a per capita income close to the

Canadian average, is another illustration of the negative



impact .11d.evelopment.

Northern Þ{anitoba

Northern Ivlanitoba is being defined in this paper as

a region, the southern border of which is that used by the

t'fanitoba Department of Northern Affairs (see Appendix I).

The northern border is the 6Oth paralIel. ÞIhile coveríng

8O percent of the Province, northern Manitoba contains only

about eight percent of the Province's entire population.

Approximately five-eighths of norLherners live and work in eight

of the larger industríaI resource centres (Thompson, Flin FIon,

The Pas, Leaf Rapids, Gillam, Lynn Lake, Snow Lake, Churchill) -

The remaining three-eighths, treaty Indians and Metis, are

scattered throughout the ltrorth in remote settlements and on

reserves. These communiti-es, because they do not conform to

traditional municipal concepts of local giovernment, are governed

by the Manitoba l{inister of t{ort.hern Affairs who has powers

símilar to those of a mayor in a municipality. The smallest

communities appoint community committees to advise the lrfinister

while the larger cornmunj-ties elect community councils. In

practice, the community committees and councils manage many

of their ov¿n af f ait=.12

TV PROCEDURES

This paper will exaraine the relationship between

health and development through a review of relevant literature

and through an examination of avaj-lable data. A review of the

of
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literature provides a theoretical perspective a context or

framework in which to examine the relationship. A review of

relevant literature will assess what is already known about

the relationship between health and development. For this

purpose, literature on health and health economics, develop-

ment in general and Third World development in particular,

and Canadian regional policy will be revierved. A discussion

of the findings of this review is presented in Chapter II.

Chapter III follows with a description of the

cufrent socio-economic circumstances in the North, using

information on the demographics, the economics, the physical

infrastructure, and the social framework. These circumstances

are then reviewed in the context of the findings in Chapter II

to assess how well northern Manitoba may conform to the

theories described in the literature review.

In Chapter TV some primary data are presented which

bear on the relationship between health and development in

northern l4anitoba. They are analyzed in the context of the

findings of Chapter II.

A complete discussion of the methodology employed

in Lhis studlz will be presented Ín Chapter IV, together with

the data bearing on the relatj-onship between health and economic

development. For the purpose of familiarizing' the reader in

a general vray with data sources and lvith analytical techniques,

a brief summary of relevant methodology will be presented in

the beginning of each chaPter.
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dimensions of

anC wil-l point

ment policy.

I

paper will conclud.e with a statement on the

the relationship betv¡een health and development

out some irnplications for government develop-

Manitoba I s

1. Cited by lrÏeick, Ed, Socio-Economic Advisor, "Socio-Economic
Consequences of Arctic Tndustrial Development", Universit
of llanitoba Medical Journal (Special Issue z I977

Proceedings) Volume 49,
No" L, 1979

2.

a

Department of Regional Economic Expansion,
Changing .No_rthlald , I97 6.

Source: DREE Annual Report, L96B/69, 69/70, 70/7L, 7I/72,
72/73, 73/74t 74/75, 75/76, 75/77, 77/78.

Government of Manitoba, Public Accounts, I972/73' 73/74,
7 4/75, 75/76, 7 6/77 , 77 /78 .

Franck, Andre Gundarr Capilalism and Un@
in Latin America, ltontW
Maegraith, Brian, OJre Vüo.r19, University of London, The
Athlone Press, London, L973' p. 5.

Lev,ris, Vü. Arthur, Tþeory. -o,f Fconoy_i.c Grov¡tÞ, Richard
Trwin Inc., Homewood, Illinois, 1955r p. 430.

Watkins, Ir{el, Dene Nation, The Colony !,iiqh:!n, University
of roronto PreêEI-TõIõnEõ, ffia.
Myrdal , G., Asian Drama, An Inquiry Into the Poverly. of
nätions, Pantheon Books,

Galbraith, John Kenneth, Econornic Development in Per-
spscti]'e, Howard Universi ,
pp. L2-L4.

F. , SFal1. -ï.s Beaut,i_f uI, Sphere Books,
p. L94

"Population and Economic

4.

5"

6"

Schumacher, E.
London , I97 6,

Sínger, Pau1, Developrnent in



Latin America"
Vol-. 3, No. 4 ,

10

, Tnternationa'ì Journal of Health Services,
tt9/3, p. /3.

7.

8.

Revelle, Roger, "The Balance Between Aid for Social and
Economic Development and Aid for Population Control",
International Journal of Health Services, Vol. 3, No. 4,

Sterky, Goran, "Towards Another Development in Health",
Development Dialogue, 1978-1, pp. 4-5.

Malenbaum, W., I'Health and Econornic Expansion in Poor
Lands", International Journal of Health Services, Vol. 3,
No. 2, 1

As could be expected from any fast-growing national move-
ment, the vj-ews of native leadership in Canada today are
far from homogeneous. However, for the purposes of this
study, it is neither practical nor useful to reflect
minority positions.

Native leaders are taken to be those representing the
major native organizations, the Manitoba Indian Brother-
hood, the Manitoba l{etis Federation, and the Northern
Association of Community Councils. The definition of
development has often been ar:ticulated in their major
organization papers.

For example, in 1977, the Manitoba Indian Brotherhood
released another in a series of position papers on long-
term naLìve developrnent since their original publica-
tion trfah bung \^ras published in L97L. In this recent
paperl-ETlEETated amongst federal government departrnents
r.¡hich concern themselves about native íssues, the M.I.B.
again states its views on what is development and on
what role government and the Brotherhood should respec-
tively take to achieve their development objectives.
Development j-ncludes "security from want. shelter and a
decent standard of livingt to obtain real access to the
widest range of opportunity options and freedom from
exploitation". A community-baseC economic development
strategy which the Brotherhood favours would mean that
communities v¡ould have control over the delivery of
services and over the developnent of cornrnuni-ty capital.

The Manitoba ltfetis Federation submitted to the Government
of Canada on January 4, L978, a major econornic develop-
ment proposal which caÌled for the merging vrithin M"M.F.
jurisdiction many current federal/provincial agreements
and programs (Canada tr^Jorks, Special ARDA and l.Iorthlands
were specifically mentioned). I{ithin this rnaster o1an,
the M.M.F. called for industrial clevelopment through
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renewable resource enterprises, commercial development
through business enterprises and multi-purpose business
centres, and social development of Metis people through
education and training programs, cultural awareness
actívities, gainful employment projects and information-
communication systems .

9. Press coverage, f{innipeg Tribune, August 4, 1979, and
Winnipeg Free Press, Augtust 7 , :-.97 9 , of the l.Ionvay
House sit-in sets out what the lt{etis are seeking v¡hen
they speak of development: recreation centres, internal
roads, more jobs and less reliance on v¡elfare. Sub-
sequent press coverage emphasizes the same points

(Tribune August 17, 1-979
(Winnipeg Free Press August 20, 1979
(Winnipeg Free Press August 23, I9l9
(Tribune August 23, L979

10. Statements to the MacKenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry
(condensed in Watkins, Dene Nation, The Colony l.iorthern
University League for sõõfãf-EeTorm, University of
Toronto Press, Toronto and Buffalo, L977 .

11. Phillips, Paulr &egi.ona]- Pj-spgri_ties, James Lorimer
and Company, Toronto I 1978.

12. V[. Henderson, "Demographic Research in Northern Manitoba",
D_eryo-graphig Ser:.ies- W-o-r.king Paper, No. 3, paper presented
ã- shop, llorth Hatley,
Quebec, l'Iay 9-I2, 797 6 .



C}IAPTER II

LTTERÄ,TURE REVTET^]

The initial step to an investigation of the rela-

tionships between health and developrnent is a literature

review. The purpose of such a review is to examine any

research that has been conducted on health and development

for regions whose situations closely parallel that of

northern Manitoba. To carry out the revielv, a lÍedlars

bibliographic search was conducted on the combined titles

of ttnortherntt r ttremotettr tthealthttr ttdevelopmenttt. and

"economic development" .

The literature revierv considered the causes of under-

development in northern l4anitoba and the economies of regional

development, and health. An attenpt was ¡nade to generalize

from other regions since very 1ittle literature which dealt

directly with the specific situation in northern l4anitoba

could be found. The topics of health, Third'I^Iorld development

and Canada regional econornic development wilI be reviewed in

that order, follovred by a summary of the main find.ings.

I HEALTH LITERATURE

There is arnple recognition of a connection betlveen

the health status of populations and development efforts in

both the public health literature and the literature on the
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economics of health care. A good example is the work of

Dr. S. Irlushkin. In her work "Health As An rnvestmerlt", she

argues that:

"The concept of human capital formation through
both education and health services rests on the
tv¡in notions that people as producti-ve agents
are improved by investment in these services
and that the outlays made yield a continuing
return in the future. Health services, like
education, become a part of the individual, a 1?part of his effectiveness in fietd and factory.""'

Mushkin goes on to discuss the inter-relations between

health and education. l'lany of these inter-relations are

obvious.

1. A child needs to be healthy to enjoy and profit from

school.

2. Many health programs depend on education in hlzgiene

and sanitation. Necessary health personnel are trained

in the educational system. Lengthening life expectancy

through better health increases the return on the invest-

ment in education.

3. Increasing productive efficiency through education

increases the return on investment in health.

4. Increasing productive efficiency through health also

increases the return on investment in education"

The most dranatic evidence for l'{ushkin's contention that

health is an investment for development can be seen in the

exarnple of China where health policy has been a major objec-

tive since 1949- Research blz Drs- J. H- de Haas and

de Flaas Posthuma, Dr. Joshua Horn, S. B. Rifkin and others,
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documents the enormous success China has enjoyed in the last

thirty years in the reduction of venereal ancl other infectious

diseases, elimination of vectors of parasitic diseases, mass

vaccinations, and in the education of the masses towards

shared responsibility for creating a healthier population

which can labour more eifectively for national objectives.

The Chj-nese l'{inistry of Health has emphasized prevention,

especially through services to rural areas, âs one means of

promoting national development objectives. As will be

discussed later in the section of Third I{or1d literature, the

socio-political context has been highly influential in the

advancements made to date. Clearly, with labour as its major

resource, China has had to invest in building up the health

of its population in order to carrv on rvith the building of

other infrastructure, crucial to its der,'e1opm".rt.14

Other health economists focus on the "cost" of

poor healLh in developíng or developed parts of the rvorld.

Weisbrod describes the foll-ov¡ing economic consequences of

poor health which apply to developed or developing regions

but with differing incídences:

1. premature death with consequent loss of production

2. sickness with a loss of production

3. il-lness may reduce individual's resistance to other

diseases and, therefore, his/her productivity

4. illness causing temporary absence from work may mean

costly adjustmenLs to the production process
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c poor health affects size and composition of the popula-

tion through differential effects on mortality

cletection costs, treatment and rehabilitation

existence of disease may involve people in attempts

to avoid dise-se.15

In estimating the loss of v¿orker efficiency through

debilitating diseases that represent the chief cause of low

product.ivity, l{inslow documents that before malaria control,

30 to 40 percent more workers than necessary \^iere recruited

in the Transvaal and ín Natal in order to aIlow for absen-

teeism due to sickness. FIe further documents the 90 percent

reduction in working days lost to malaria in the Copperbelt'

the reduction by 40 to 50 percent of school absenteeism in

the Phillipines associated with ¡nalaria control and the ín-

crease in productivity in the Ruhr v¡hen caloric intake v¡as

improved for v¡orkers in heavy industry.16

Some of the problerns relating to health and develop-

ment are simply not present in the Canadian context. There

are no diseases in Canada v¡hose d.ebititating effects on

worker efficiency can be compared to those of malaria and

sim.il-ar diseases frequently found in the Third Í¡Iorld.. Effects

between health and productivity in Canada are best measured

by indicators such as productivity losses due to occupational

injuries.
In L917, in a submission to the I'lanitoba Government,

the Manitoba Federation of Labour drev¡ attention to mining

6"

7.
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accidents as a major factor in worker efficiency losses.

The report states:

"In I976, the mining industrlz in L{anitoba experi-
enced 932 lost time injuries; this translates into
a loss of I1 t347 production man days. On the basis
of 151785 man hours worked, the frequency of the
number of lost time ínjuries per one mill-ion man
hours is 59.04. "

Further:

"forty members of Local 6166, United Steelworkers
of America, have suffered fatal accidents betv¡een
1962 and November L977. Four workers at the
Thompson operation \,^Iere killed in \977 alone
Accidents reported by Inco employees to the com-
pany and to lhe tr{orkers Compensation Board exceed
ãi*- hundred. 17

The Federation report also touches on the likety

implication of "speed-up" practices and fatigue caused by

over-time as major contributors to accidents

Freedom from

contributing factor to

illness and injury is, thereforer a

sustained productivity. Some health

economists have suggested that the contribution of good

health groes beyond such

include indirect social

obvious direct economic benefits to

benefits. For example, Campbel1,

an American

ence in aid

public heaÌth physician ivith considerable experi-

progirams, argues that development can only be

measured by a combination of economic and social indicators.

He suggests the indicators of 1ífe expectancv, maturity (age

pyramid of population) and literacy. His conceptualization

of the development process assigns great importance to

improved health:

"With enlightened public action, these indicators
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Liverpool School of Tropical }Íedicine,
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will reflect the fact that children with iniproved
health opportunity have more vigor. Because thelz
are better developed physically they will have
the sustaining capacity to learn and develop
skills and they will have the energy and enthusi-
asm to pick up and use the tools of agriculture
and índ.ustry. As they become increasingly positive-
producing members oÍ. society, their nental attitude
toward the family will change from one of despera-
tion to one of hope engendered by Lhe fact that
they may have a healthy family."1B

Dr. Brian Maegrai-th, formerly dean of medicine,

agrees with Campbell

health spending arethat standarcl cost-benefit analyses of

too narrow or limited in scope" l.{ost

health follows from development, that

analysts assume that

is, as the standard of

líving irnproves, improved health will follow. According to

Maegraith, the relationship is more ambiguous because both

"health" and. "development" are multi-faceted and vulnerable

to many influences. Unfortunately, he doesn't atternpt to

delineate or even speculate on the precíse nature of the

relationship

Maegraith contends that, si-nce most economists are

interested in clear economic return for investment, they do

not view health irnprovernents as essential measures of "develop-

ment" success. Some economists even fear that if the popula-

tion becones too healthy, econornic return may be offset by

high population growth.19 Too orten, economists are

to leave the biological problerns to medical planners

continue to assume that economic development and more

content

and simply

education



will leacl to better heal-th.20

1B

Maegraith points out the short-

comings of such an approach:

"There is clearly some truth in all these pro-
positions. The trouble is that they are selclom
considered together in the planning and opera-
Èion of any major development in which the
community is involved. Some way or another'
the medical profession must convince the econo-
mic planners and local governments that health
is a vital factor in all major socio-economic
development

To achieve this there must be some factual analy-
sis of the medical situation and an estimate
of the return in increased economic output for
a given expenditure on health. This j-s a point
which has only recently been seriously considered
by the medical profession

The quantitative assessment of a medical situa-
tion in developing areas presupposes the collec-
tion and analysis of information whích is accurate

. and reliable. It is not only the current or
future medical situation in terms of purely
medical problems of the individual and the com-
munity which has to be assessed. Sorne apprecia-
tion is also needed of the possible modifications
of the situation, depressing or stimulatitg,
induced by the proposed socio-economic develop-
ments themselves

This raises the problem of how to equate the
biological improvements that medical aid can
bring to an emergent country in terms of growth
of GNP and rising incorne per head. Analysis
of these economic factors, which can be mea-
sured in terms of imports, exports and total
production, is a useful exercise in comparing
the economic status of one country with that of
another. However, such figures may have little
social meaningr Wþen they are averagied for a
given country." ZL

VühiIe Maegraith has identified the essence of the

problem, he is not able to specify how and to rvhat extent a

particular policy intervention in the health field would

contribute to economic development. fn this respect, he is
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like many of the writers on health issues who speak of the

importance of understand.ing the connection between health and

development but do not clarify specifically what it í=.22

l4any health theorists have written about hov¡ better
health facilitates increased prod.uction. !'7ith this emphasis,

these theorists typify a llestern capitalist perspective. A

smal1 portion of health literature directs itself to a

discussion of health as a worthwhile goal in and of itself.

The indirect benefits of improved health in the form of

improved morale within a population, are less well-documented

because it is more difficult to measure,

One study which has looked, ât least peripherally,

at the factor of motivation is one by Gladys Conley. The

stud.y analyzed the economic impact of health improvements

among Paraguayan farmers. Three malarial and predorninantly

agricultural regions in Paraguay çvere selected and then

improvements for the control of malari-a were introduced in

two regions in different degrees. Changes in farming

patterns were recorded, and the changes were assuraed. to be

related largely to improved health amongst the rvorl<ers,

climatic and market conditions being nearly equal. The

data collected showed. that malaria had the immediate effect

of slowing down the expansion of cleared land and reducing

the amount of land brought under crops. In highly malarious

areas, the total amount of work clone on farms was reduced

despite the fact that extra family members were put to rvork.
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The results of the study shov¡ that improved health has a

positive effect on the indivídual farmer's farming practíces

as judged by preferential attention given to cash crops,

resumption of land-clearing operations and clearing up

arrears of field work.

Conleyrs research is an excel-lent example of the

limitatíons of the theoretical tools developed to date b1'

which the relationships between health and development can

be assessed. After spending considerable time, effort and

funds to add hard data to the available research on the

topic, Conley adraits that,

"tracing the influence of a single factor,
even an important one, through all the intracacies
of the real world is a complicated and detailed
procedure. Illness does not affect people in
one uniform way in all aspects of their daily
Iives; rather, it has different effects on
their various activities and decisions."23

lVriting on health and development in poor lands and

relying on studies like those of Gladys Conley, Vü. Malenbaum,

economics professor at University of Pennsylvania argues that

the trvo phenomena are related since,

".. . intervention in the health area can be im-
portant in the creation of new attitudes and 1 A

motivati-ons on the part of people in poor areas."o=

For l4alenbaum, motivational forces are central to the process

of economic development and population growth. From this

perspective, the benefits of improved health go beyond increased

levels of productivity to include attitudinal changes which

further assist the development process. He clains that,
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"clearly there is a grorving tendency for economists
Èo emphasize the hunan change aspects of the econo-
mic development process v¡ith frequent reference to
same role of health in the process."25

The belief in health expend.iture as a positive factor
towards economic arowth has not gone unchallenged. I.ühereas

industrial productivity can be shown to be influenced, at

least in part, by the vigor and lack of illness of the work-

force, the same probably does not apply to northern l.{anitoba

fndj-ans because they are not closely tied to the vrage

economy in that region. Dr" P. Ruderman, a Canadian health

economist who was formerly an economic advisor to the Pan-

American Health Organization, argues that a linkage between

health and development is unprovable or unimportant except

in the context of full erûployment, that is, where people

1íve in the kind. of economy where one sign of their improved

personal health is like1y to be that they v¡ill hunt, trap or

farm more. !{ith near perpetual high rates of unemployment in

northern l4anitoba, one implication of Ruderman's view is that
the treatnent of poor health is not to be regarded with any

kincl of prl-ority" Expenditures on job creation projects

would be given precedence over health spending, according to

this view. He has apparently based his opinion on his lengthy

experience with the Gladys Conley stucly of Paragualzan f .t*".=.26

Ruderman fails to comment on whether improved mental well-

being is worthwhile even if there is limited paid ernployment

avail-ab1e.
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IT THIRD VIORLD LTTERA,TURE

There is a potential problen in looking to the

literature of und.erdevelopment in Third. World countries

for a theoretical perspective for northern l.fanitoba. Some

would argue that the dimensíons of Third l,trorld problems make

for inappropriate comparisons. If some of the slzmptoms are

similar, it does not follow that similar policy conclusions

can be drav¡n. Regions within countries have felver policy

instruments available than independent countries. They do

not control money supply, the exchange rates or interregional

fiows of capital and labour. Many of the most important

decisions for a region like northern Manitoba are taken by the

national government or by private enterprises outside of the

region. This may be less true in the case of developing

countries, For these reasons, one must be cautious about

drawing lessons from Third !''Iorlcl experiences for application

in northern Manitoba.

It{yrda1, in his masterpi-ece Asi-an Dram.a., expresses

briefly how complicated is the set of relationships between

health and economic development in the worldrs most depressed

regions and how d.evelopment there is reliant on improved

health and education:

"what we know about the timing and effectiveness
of the mass campaigns which have decreased not only
mortality but morbidity and about the improvement
of health facilities suggests that the rank
order of the countries in terms of health condi-
tions would be somewhat similar to their rank
order in terms of economic levels and levels of
living, particularly standards of nutrition. It
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is natural to assume this, because the more pros-
perous people are the better able they are to avoid
deficiency diseases and to obtain adequate medical
treatment In relating health to labour
efficiency there is a complicated causal
relaiionship betrveen them. But practically no
efforts have been made to measure this relationship.
Some research has been rnade into the connection
betrveen poor nutrition and labour efficiency.
These studies corroborate in a general way, the
conclusion that suboptimal food intake has a 1-jvery marked effect on people's ability to work."o'

I4yrdal summarizes the scope of the set of inter-

relationships by saying:

"the fact that improved health has an indepen-
dent value for individuals implies that the health
facilities available are an important item in a
countryrs level of living; at the same time,
the availability of almost every other item of
consumption including foodstuffs, housi.g, clothing,
sanitation and educational facilities is relevant
to health conditions. Improved health conditions
should increase labour input and efficiency
The influence of the climate on labour util-ization
is closely related to the influence of the climate
on health conditions. Hea]th conditions are
obviously a deterninant of fertility and mortal-ity
and consequently, af quantitative population trends
".: Insofar as a decrease in the number of children
raises levels - directly because of a lower de-
pendency burden and indirectly because of its
effect on labour utilization such a quantitative
population development affects conditions of
health generallY."28

Dr" J. Bryant, known for his research on the

atleviation of health problems in developing countries, calls

health essential to the development process an instrument

for and a product of development. Like Myrdal, Bryant speaks

of a complex relationship between health and other socio-

economic factors. He argues that health should be included in

policy considerations involving broad development objectives
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in spite of the fact that health changes, p€r s€r are diffi-
cult to quantify.

"An j-ntuitive approach is therefore needed
through which a strategy can be developed that
relates health to development in the broadest
possible v¡ay. T¡Iithin the framework of this
strategy, individual sectors of the health
problem can be subjected to analysis and pro-
gram development. This entire process should
be guided by sound planning and. managerial
methods, such as carefully identifying objectives,
thinkinq in terms of alternative program possi-
bilities, using cost-benefit concepts in choosíng
from among alternatives (even though costs and
benefits may be based on informed estirnates in
the absence of reliable data), and of seeking
means for evaluating program effectiveness.
Close attention must also be directed toward
institutional and policy reforms without which
ínvestments in health can not achieve their
expected ends."29

Dr. Roger Revelle, Director of the Harvard University

Centre for Population Studies, in his v¡ork on economic

development and population control says,
I'Any process of development that v¡ilI irnprove
the conditions of life for these people r¿ill
include one or more of the followíng changes:
rational urbanization, rising incornes, a lower
ratio of children to adults, introduction of
modern agricultural practices, more education,
improved health services, higher levels of employ-
ment, and ed.ucation for women, better communi-
cations, greater opportunities for social- and
economic mobility and reduction in infant and.
child mortality. "30

Unfortunately¡ no indication is given of the related impor-

tance of the numerous potentÍat policy responses implied. in

this statement.

Dr. Victor Sicielr âÍr American physician who has

written extensively on changes to health and development in
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post-revolutionary China, argues that the health system in
operation often tends to reflect the prevalent economic and

political system. FIe identifies three models of health
systems "

The first model, more in evidence years âgo, he

labeIs as that of "helping the vj-ctim". He claims both in
poor pockets of the "have" countries and throughout the "have

not" countries, various forms of health and educational

assistance vrere given to people with very little thought as

to the sociopolitical context in which they would be experi-

enced. The beneficial results were shortlived and negligi-ble,

and perhaps even negative to the extent that they began to

condition people to accept and expect improvements to come

from outside.

The second model he labels "blaming the victim".

This model was operationalized in poor countries and in poor

pockets of wealthy countries b1z promot.ing the idea that the

real problem behind poor health was low economic developrnent

and that those responsible for economic development v¡ere

holding up progr"=".31

Dr" Sidel ca1ls his third model "organizing the

victim". The basic tenet is that only by nationally generated,

localIy administered, co-operative activity, such as the

Chinese barefoot doctor scheme where Índigenous agricultural

workers are taught paraprofessional medical s}<ilIs in order

to keep the agriculture work force healthy, will either good
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health or a solid economic base be achieved.32

In arguing for the cl-ose connection between the

health system and prevalent economic and political system,

Sidel concludes that the benefits of improved health v¡il1 be

dissipated if they are not dispensed within the appropriate

sociopolitical context. If Sidelrs analysis is correct,

'improvementst to northern Manitoba health services, such as

greater frequency of doctor and nurses t visits to remote

communities, or better air and road ambulance service, would

not alone improve the health of the residents of those

comrnunities.

John Kenneth Galbraith, writing of his perspective

on Third Vtrorld development problems, and particularly those

of Indía. supports the points brought out by Sidelrs dis-
cussion of health and development models.
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little attention to inquiring whether they are
being employed in a context that is favourable' to development. As a result we have probably wasted
a good deal of time and effort doing things which
lyere right in themselves but which made little or
no contribution to progress because they v/ere
done in an environment which was ínconsistent
with advance. The environment has not been
examined. It has somehow been assumed to be
favourable to development. "33

Effective government, education and social justice

are highest on Galbraithr s list of critical components to

development. He does emphasize that a particular diagnosis

which fits a particular country at a particular stage is

the most. critical element for its successful development"
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D. Schumacher, another contemporary deveÌopment

economist, best known for his work on appropriate technology,

feels that one of the most destructive tendencies in under-

developed countries is the apparent evaluation of a "dual

economy" in which there are within one country at anlz given

point in time two widely different patterns and standards of
living. Schurnacher claims,

"Nearly all the =o-..iled cleveloping countries
have a mod.ern sector where the patterns of living
and working are similar to those of the developed
countries but they also have a non-modern sector,
accounting for the vast majority of the total
population where the patterns of living and
working are not only profoundly unsatisfactory
but also in a process of accelerating d.ecay."

To the extent that this dichotomy is made real and

operational by government policy, development will be thwarted.

For Schumacher, education, organization and discipline are

the cornerstones of development.

, "Flere, then lies the central problem of develop-
ment. If the primary causes of poverty are defici-
encies in these three respects, then the allevia-
tion of povertv depends prinarily on the removal
of these deficiencies. Here lies the reason why
development cannot be an art of creation, why it
cannot be ordered, bought, comprehensively
planned; why it requires a process of evalua-
tion. Education does not jump; it is a gradual
process of great subtlety. Organization cloes not
jump'; it must gradually evolve to fit changing

circumstances. And much the same gioes for dis-
cipline. All three must evolve step by step,
and the foremost task of developrnent policy must
become the property not merely of a tiny minority,
but of the whole societv." r"

The g'eneral theorists quoted above all come clorvn on

the side of seeing successful developr,rent as closely associated
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?,/ith simultaneous improvements in the standard of living of

the population"

rTI CANADIAN R-EGTONAI, DEVELOP¡4BNT

The literature revierv revealed. a wide variety of

explanations of regional disparities rvithin Canada, as well

as elsewhere in the v¡orld. There is agreement that the

emergence and perpetuation of regional disparities is a

coFpli.cage.È multif aceted phenomena. There is disagreement

over what the pfimar)¡ cause is of such disparities and over

what the rs:lalive importance of other contríbutory factors

might be.

Second., analysis has been conducted on different

levels ranging from broad macro-economic interpretations of

the origins of regional underdevelopment in the movement of

factors within national economies down to micro-economic

analysis of the decline of particular industries in specified

regions. Third, much of the Canadian literature seeks to

explain the relative lack of industrj-al- activity in certain

parts of Canada, usually within the provinces, a problem

which to some extent raises different economic issues than

the issues faced in the North. Finally, there is a school of

thought which insists that regi e¡¿1 disparities are inevi-

tabl-et that development is natural-Iy uneven and that govern-

ment intervention will have a limited i*pact.35

As an example of the divergence of views within
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canada alone, the Economic council- of canada, in explaining
interprovincial differences in per capita income, stressed.

differences in productivity, aggregate demand and the extent
of urbanization.36 other writers have stressed di-fferent
resource endowrnents among regions as the principal cause of
regional dispariLi"=.37 The existing literature cannot,

of course, settle these theoretical and empirical debates,

but the controversy reveals that the stud,y of underdevelop-

ment is itself underdeveloped,

I97 4:

A. F. T. I¡Ialton noted in

"It v¡ou1d be most helpful to have a theory of
regional economic developrnent. V,Ie do not. A
general theory of regional development capable
of explaining different sorts of circumstances
and of prescribing various suitable Iines of
policy to meet them r,vould offer the most skilled
theoretical economist a substantial challenge.
That such a theory has not emerged to date is
perhaps largely due to the greater preoccupation
of regional practictioners, whether economists
or not, with solving practi-cal problens_in this
relatively new field õf public õoficy."38
It may, in fact, be more accurate to say that

several contending theories exist, but none commands anything

like unanimous or even overwhelming support.

There has been little explanation of the connection

between health and development in the canadian context,

despite the recognition it has been given in the literature
on heal-th economics and Third ldor1d economics. l4ajor writers
on regional di-sparities do not dear with this factor, except

occasionally when it is included in a more general discussion

of interprovincial varj-ations in the leve1 of government services.
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T. Brervis, Professor of economics and director of
the School of Cornmerce at Carleton University and one of the

leading v¡riters on Canadian regional problens, 1j-sts a

variety of fact.ors contributing to the development process

but health is not among them. Brewis acknor.¡ledges that
government thinking about development issues in 1968 \^/as

fragmented and enJcryonic. He observes that one of the struc-

tures that sustained underdevelopment in the North was that

southern workers who are temporarily employed, in the llorth

do not spend much of their earnings in the North. Thus,

"the local multiplier effect of incomes in the
North is significantly less than Lhat in the more
developed aieas of thã south".39

A. D. Scott, economics Professor at University of

British Colur'¡bia, writing on the causes of regional disparity,

ten years after Brewis, has very little to say about how

these causes affect northern development. Scott argues that

regions decline because their staple industries decline and.

this motivates emigration. Government has been interfering

with this process and aggravating the loca1 situation. Ile

thinks giovernment should pronote migration and invest in

the ed.ucation and trainJ-ng of residents of declining areas

so as to encourage them to rflove. He does recognize that

rnobility for some residents is not a real option (northern

Indians are grouped here). For thern, the holding of capital

is essential and government grants and subsidies are to

accornplish this.40 A nost desirab]e outcome, Scott fee1s,
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hrould be the discovery of a new regional staple \,vhose produc-

tion could lead to the revival of sagging local economies.

Scott presumes that benefits will trickle down to

lower income leveIs. He completely skirt.s the fact that in

one region of the country, the Territories, where new staples

(oil and gas) have been found and are being promoted, there

is still an indigenous population whose standard of living is

far below that of the population of raigrant white v¡orkers who

work in that same region in jobs related to the oil and gas

i-ndustrlz and the indigenous population's standard of living

is ever¡ farther below the national average. His v¡ork seems

to disregarcl the factor of cultural differences. By placing

an ernphasis on education as an investment, he also disregards

a substantial school of research which has found that ecruali-

zing educational opportunity alone may not equalize economic
4LsfaËus.

IrIel lVatkins, Professor, Department of Political

Economy, the University of Toronto and a frequent consultant

to the Northwest Territorial Indian Brotherhood, adopts a

staples approach as well but he disagrees with Scott on the

incidence of staples development benefits. Watkins maintains

that the structure of the minerals and petroleum indusÈry

negates the native's claim to the land, encourages importa-

tion of skilled southern labour, and promotes the reínvest-

ment of profits outside the northern region. This removes

the availability of monetary and hurnan capital f.or long term
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development. If lVatkinrs view is correct, Scott's view witl
clear11z be shown to be too optimist í".42

Paul Phillipsr ârr Associate Professor of economics

at the University of l,lanitoba and. the former research director
for the l,Ianitoba Economic Development Advisory Board, chal-

lenges another of the comfortable assumptions made by Scott:

that benefits of development will spread relatively evenly

throughout a regional economy. In hj-s vierr, economic dis-
parities are thoroughly ingrained in the structure of the

Canadian economy" He claims that these structures have been

created and sustained by g'overnment policy. Individ.ual regions

are economicalllz isolated, contributing to a national pattern.

of inequality of income and opportunity. ïnvestments in

northern development may bvpass the permanent indigenous

popul-ation of nort.Ì:erri regions, making the North a mere geo-

graphic extension of the more affluent. southern regions

Dr" Phillips claims the

"northern reaches of Canada have become the
example without peer of inequalitli and disparj-ty
between the client economy of numerous native
peoples and the affluent extension of the southern
economy in the resources extraction industries
and among government administration."

Health deficiencies are one symptom of the ex-

ploited and unclerdeveloped status of northern populations.

Phillips claims that:

"fn 1964, Indian child mortality was 13 times the
Canadian rate, life expectancy for Ind,ian and Inuit
were one-haIf and one-third respectively that for
the nation, female mortality it/as five times the
national average .t'43
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He cites the minimal native participation rate in

the northern Manitoba economy as a "measure of the drain to

the south of the value of production in the North".44 whit.

he uses health statistics to illustrate an aspect of northern

underdevelopment, Phillips does not attempt to analyze the

contribution of poor health to the economic problems of the

area, but he does present an historical case for northern

economic exploitation.
Phillips emphasizes that Canada benefitted from

"the economic contribution of the native population". Vlhen

the fur trade collapsed and left the natives destitute, the

southern interests responded with the j-nstitutionalization of

the Indian Reserve and of native dependence and poverty. He

describes the recent oil and gas discoveries as presenting

"a new challenge to the welfare of the indigenous
northerners"

and pred.ic'ts that

"when the oil and gas cartel has pulled out,
Canada will be faced with the economic burden
of supporting a greatly expended natíve popu-
lation in the Arctic which would have no economic
base and no possibilities of building one. Nor
would a return to a subsistence hunting economy be
possible. The welfare bÍlI would be tremendous,
the alienation, bitterness and hostility of the
people of the North complete."45

Using an approach similar to Phillips, Professor

K. J. Rears study of Th.e. Politis:a1, _E.co-nomy- o,f !Ùo,r!þern

Developm_eJrt stresses wider economical and historical forces

as leading to problems in the north.46 Rea claims develop-

ment has been a function of outside economic interests. He
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suggests that three forces might weaken the factor of out-

side economic control. These are: first, growth in service

industries in the North; second., decentralization of public

administration to the North; and third, the emergence of

native and other special interest groups. In the preface

to his study Rea admits that, because of time and resource

constraj-nts, he deals only sketchily with some important

Canadian social developments, especially health, education

and the roles played by native organizations. In failing to

incorporate these social developments into his analysis, he

has missed factors important to an und.erstanding of the liorthts

underdevelopment. If he had been able to incorporate into

his analysis the factors of health, education and the growth

of the native organization, he rnay have concluded that the

presence of health and education services in the North and

the presence of some native organizations alone does noL

necessarily mean that they are controlled from within the

northern region. Missing these important factors may have

led to some misunderstanding and. underestimation on his part

as to the structure and strength of the outside economic

interests to which he mal<es reference. His specific sugges-

tions of forces that might v¡eaken outside economic control do

not seem practical given current evidence. In a tine of

restraint, the decentralized public service is a Iikely target.

Rea is overly optÍmistic in his argument that native organi-

zations, which depend almost exclusively on the goodvrill and
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conscience of giovernment to fund them, can become any kind

of an obstacle to the poviers that be.

Rears study does bring to the discussion of regional

disparities one source of comparison ignored by most other

writers, namely the development experiences of circumpolar

countries. The development of these hinterlands he claims

has been shaped by the same broad influences as or-lr ov/n,

thaL is "the impact of v¡estern industrialism on a particular

type of resource frontier u .47 More current evidence v¿ould

suggest that, with the possible exception of Ataska, Scandi-

navian development objectives stress regional self-reliance.

The social democratic view of development would seem to be

that poor regions should be subsidized, not to operate as

satellites to the rich regions, but tor operate as self-

reliantly as possible within broad national objectiv"".48

Hugh Brodyr âr Associate of the Scott Polar Research

Institute, offers another explanation for northern under-

development and for vrhy it is difficult to assess thoroughly

the impact that industriaÌ developrnent has on the indigenous

population. Essentially Brody says that the Arctic does not

easiJ-y conform to the conventional wisdom about cultural

contacts and colonialism. He says that classic colonialism

is moLivated by the wish to profit by reserves of labour or

by increased land. In the case of the Arctic, "colonialism"

is motivated by resources under the land ancl shot'¡s a pre-

ference for southern imported labour. Brody speaks in terms
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of a paradox;

"the smallest alongside the largest, the most
tradj-tional alongside the most modern, and the
rnost remote becoming involved with natiolal or
even i-nternational economic interests . " 4 9

Brody believes that f.or some period of time , iL is
possible for large scale resource-based industrial development

to operate quite indepenclently of the immediately adjacent

small Arctic communities. He cites the case of the Nanisivik

mine in north Baffin ïs1and as an example. At sorne point in

time, as yet undetermined, this independent relationship

breaks down and the local population begins to abandon íts

traditional ways and some of the local population takes the

first steps toward entering the vrage economy. Frorn here orr

Brody argues, the local population is

"in danger of being engulfed by the social and
economic modes of the extractive industries-"50

If there is any truth to Brodyrs views, one would expect that

the effects of recent industrial development would perhaps

not always be immediately reflected in other facets of commu-

nity well-being such as its health status.

Finallyr Id€ come to a recent effort to explain

underdevelopment in l4anitoba's North. In an original and

stimulating paper, Professor John Loxley has provided an

"insider's" perspective on efforts to develop a coherent and

comprehensive strategy for northern developrnent through the

DREE-llanitoba Northlands Subsidiary Agreement (1975) .51

Previously employed in the Planning Secretariat of the govern-

ment of Manitoba, Loxley argues that the development strategy
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contained in the Agreement is doomed to failure because it
is operating within the confines of the same econornic and

political system which produced the problems.

To sustain this thesis, Loxley examj_nes three con-

ventional explanations for the state of underdevelopment in
northern t4anitoba, none of whích specifically discusses the

role of health in underdevelopment.

The first theory, the dualist theory, asserts that
there are really two Norths: an historic, traditional one,

and a modern, industrial one. The theory is that until- the

beginning of industrialization in the North, natives lived in
small communities, isolated from each other and from contact

with their southern neighbours. Thej-r needs r^/ere satisfied
from within their immedíate environment. I{ith the advent

of the mining companies and other industrial interests, and

with compulsory education, a nev/ kind of centre \^/as created.

The industrial centres emerged. as wage economies with strong

ties to the general provincial economy and culture. The

remote communities, ín contrast, were isolated from the main-

stream of provincial life and their standard of living was

lower. In order to improve the tiving conditions for these

remote northern residents, to thrvart the increasing out-

migration from the North and to guarantee a labour force for
i-ndustry, government intervened to create a sort of hybrid

of these tv¡o societies, a new North.

The second theory used to explain northern under-
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development is that of vicious circles. The principal point

here is that the North is underdeveloped because it is poor

and all the factors that contribute to its poverty are intrin-
sic to the structure of underdevelopment.

A third cornmon theory, the subtraction theory,

involves

"analyzing a society v¡hich has been transformed
by industrial capitalisrn, listing its character-
istics and comparing them with those to be found
in preindustrial societies. Characteristics not
found in the latter are said to be the cause of
the failure to ind.ustrial--ize."52

Dr. John Loxley, holds the conventional wisdom to

be inadequate. The dualist theory, which was also discussed

by Schumacher, he dismisses as racist, static and wj-thout
tr?

regard. for history." The vicious circles theory he criti-

cizes for its superficial truism that economic, political

and social aspects of life are interconnected and for the

fact that historical origins to problems are not made central

to the analysis. The subtraction theory is weak, he claims,

for it confuses cause with effect.

Having rejected the three most common theories used

to explain underdevelopment in northern Manitoba, Loxley adopts

a Marxist theory of development. The basic tenets are that

poverty in the North is the result of a single historical

process of development which brought prosperity to some areas

and poverty to others. The origins of this process were the

introduction and expansion of the exchange econorny, first by

merchant capitalists, conducting the fur, retail- and. fish
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trad.es, and subsequently by industrial capitalists, seeking

profit from the exploitation of the mineral, forest and hydro-

electric potential of the North. Initially the fur trade was

unlíke modern industrial capitalism. It did not require land;

it was labour intensíve and. it relied on native labour in all
aspects of the trade. There \¡/ere, however, some similarities

to modern capitalism. As the product \^ras exported ra\^/, 1itt1e
added benefit accrued to the North (unlike the Soviet inte-
grated. industrial complexes5a). Technology and consumer goods

were imported from the south" Loxleyrs point is that the ma-

jor benefits vrere enjoyed in the south where the furs were

further prepared and. resold. Lox1ey poínts out that the

modern resource industries in the North act in'much the same

way. He calls the northern economy a divergent one because

what is produced is not consumed loca11y and what is consumed.

is not produced localIy.

VÍhile Loxley refers to the role of health in the

development process and assigns that factor more signifi-

cance than most other writers, he still does not offer an

extended analysis of the relationship. rnstá¿, he draws on

the work of Dr. Vicente Navarro, a Cuban physician and theorist
on social issues, currently wÍth the John Hopkins University

School of Hygiene and Public Health. Vüriting on the causes

of maldistribution of human resources in Latin America, Dr.

Navarro states that, contrary to the prevalent view, under-

development and. uneven distribution of resources j-n the health
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sector occurs for the same reason as it does in every other

sector of the economy. It is not due to

"the absence of cultural and technologic dif-
fusion from developed or developing countries,
the scarcíty of capital in poor nations or the
presence of dual economies in underdeveloped
countries, i.e. the urban-entrepreneurial economy
and the rural primitirze economy. Rather, this
underdevelopment and subsequent maldistribution
of resources is precisely because of the exis-
tence of assumed conditions of development, i.e.
the cu1tural, technologic and economic dependency
of developing countries and the economic and
political control of the resources by specific
interests and social groups."55

Navarro states that the dependency of developingi countries

and the economic and political control of resources by out-

side interests are the two factors which create the so-

called "dual economies". He concludes that the uneven

allocation of human resources that occurs, can be explained

cause underdevelopment through-by the same determinants that

out Latin America.

If the analysis of underdevelopment in northern

Manitoba advanced by toxley56

ment levels could be expected

l-s correct, health and develop-

parallel each other closelyto

as they are both a function of the same structure and sub-

ject to the same influences. I-f. the analysis is correct and

if health and development levels closely parallel each other'

the policy implications for those concerned with northern

Manitoba development would be clear cut. Real development

would be based on brining to an enc'ì. economic control of the

region by interests based outside of it, accumulating capital



within the region (lesseníng

for the benefit of those who

closer conscious integration

programs.
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dependency on outside interests)

live within the region and a

of development with health

ÏV SUI/iMARY

The literature review found a wide variety of

explanations for the phenomenon of regional disparities. ft
also revealed a distressing lack of conceptual clarity on

the precise nature of the relationship between health and

developinent. Research from sources around the world, in
both smalI and large regions, culturally homogeneous regions

and those in which major transitions to a new culture are

taking p1ace, has failed to provide hard data concerning the

dynamics of this relationship. lVe do not know what effect
certain economic interventions v¡i11 have on health. Simi-

1arl1z, wê do not know exactly what will happen to the level

of development if interventions are made to the health sector.

I¡Iithout a clear model or conceptual framework, we do not

know the precise flow of causation and. at best can make an

educated guess as to how it operated.

A. Health Literature

I,Vith the exception of those writing on Chinar ño

one writer on health addressed the specific matter of the

association between health and development. Vlriters on health

issues appear divided as to v¡hat is the connection between
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health and d.evelopment. Some, l-ike Mushkin, emphasize that
health is an investment and that a countrv cannot develop

without a health population. A corollary to this is the

view, held by health economists like Weisbrod, that poor

health not only thwarts development but it costs a great

deal in its own right. Another group of writers, including

Campbell and llaegraith, emphasize that progress toward develop-

ment cannot be measured by conventional economic measures

which have for too long disregarded the benefits of better

health which at this time can only be imprecisely measured.

B. Third World Literature

From the Third World literature, many writers with

extensive experience in developing countries, like Myrdal,

Revelle, Schumacher, and Bryant, emphasize the necessity of

simultaneous improvements to health, education and job

possibilities to raise overall standards of living and promote

development. These writers stress that there is no one right

solution to cover every stage of development but rather,

at each stage, there is an appropriate solution. None of them

discuss specifically the issue of regional development.

Dr. Victor Sid.el is one writer who stresses the importance of

the socio-political context in which development is to take

p1ace. lle argues that efforts to use health to promote

development wilI be ineffective unless these efforts are con-

sistent with objectives shared by the pooulation.

..:t-.

l: " ,'
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C. Canadian Regional Development Lj-terature

Canadian writers on regional development share a

lack of consensus about the causes of underdeveloprnent. A1-

though poor health has been mentioned in the literature on

development in the Third trforld as one contributing factor, its

role in development in Canada has not been well-analyzed.

Brewis, PhiI1ips, Scott and. Rea pay little attentions to it."

It has all but been passed over in the Canadian regi-onal

development literature .

The l¡Iarxist analysis, supported by Loxley, is the

analysis that most extensively examines the role of health

in development. ïf this analysis is correct, it can be pre-

dicted that low levels of health and low levels of develop-

ment will prove to be closely associated. It can also be

predicted that v¡ithin the northern l.Íanitoba region, which

is characterized by socio-economic ci-rcumstances beloiv the

average level of the rest of the province, there v¿il1 be

real disparities between the circumstances of the northern

remote and northern industrial centres.
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CHAPTER III

SOC IO_ECONOMIC CTRCU¡,{STANCES
IN NORTHERN ¡4ANTTOBA COÞT¡4UNITIES

ÏNTRODUCTION

Having suggested in the previous chapter, a rela-
tionship between health and development based. upon a revierv

of relevant literature, the present chapter focuses on the

current socio-economic circumstances in northern l.Ianitoba.

The ¿n¿] ysis presented in the chapter is necessary back-

ground to the study of data for specific communities, where

the positive correlation between health and development wi1t

be tested more precisely. Part of the purpose here is to

ind.icate where there are important gaps in the data on the

many facets of the northern development process. Despite

the limitatj-ons of the available data, they do support the

notion that remote or satellite regions such as northern

Manitoba shov¡ lower levels of development than the larger,
urban centres to the south. The disparities are particularly

noticeable between the remote north and the urban south.

DATA COLLECTION

The limits of the available data on northern Mani-

toba reveal a variety of problems. First, many conventional

indicators of socio-economic conditions are not conveniently

recorded in terrns of a remote-urban or north-south split.

I]
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Thus, the choice of indicators has been made on the basis of

available data. For example, it might be helpful to analyze

statistics on northern worker health levels in comparison

with those for southern workers. Hovrever, insufficient data

are available to do this. Thus the choice of indicators has

been made on the basis of the available data.

Second, every federal and provincial department

from which data on one of these indicators might be gathered

uses a slightly different set of geographic boundaries for
its northernmost service area and may present data as rates

which are based on slightly different population bases.

Therefore, total comparability of data is limited. For

example, App_endix I shows how the l4anitoba Department of

Northern Af f airs def ines northern I'lanitoba. Apps:_n.dix f f

shows that for the Manitoba Department of Health and Social

Development portions of four regions, llorman, Parklands,

fnterlake and. Eastman are included v¡ithin the Northern Affairs

boundary. Further, App-erlljllx IfI shows that the Canada

Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development are

increasingly referring for administrative purposes to the

Tribal Council organization.

Third, in some cases, data gathering i-s limÍted by

the unwillingness of government to release the results of

their internal research. A recent newspaper article
(i'iinnipeg Tribune, October 24, I979) , for example, reporting

on a study completed for the Manitoba Department of Ilealth
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and Social Development states that "the rate of accidental

deaths among children under four is L2 times higher in
northern Manitoba than in Winnipeg". The report was never

officiallly released by the department. Therefore, depart-
mental officials will- not verify the validty of the nev'¡spaperrs

reporting nor make themselves available to ansv./er questions

about the alleged differentials in accidental death rates

between northern and southern Manitoba.

Finally, time series data for both health and economic

development statistics are unavailable. For example, in the

many government departments contacted in connection with

this study, departmental officials have said that statistics

tend to be collected on an ad hg.c basis in connection with
particular investigations and follow-up studies are not common.

ÏII IT'IDTCATORS

Demographic, economic, infrastructure, educational

and health indicators wil-l be used to ascertain v¡hat are the

prevailing socio-economic conditions. The demographic in-

dícator is discussed under the sub-tit1e "population

characteristics". The economic indicator incl-udes the sub-

titles "labour force indicators" and "income". The infra-

structure indicator includes the sub-titles "housing" and

"sewage and water". Education is discussed under the sub-

titl-e "vocational preparation". The health indicator includes

"maternal and child heal-th" and "nutrition".
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A. Population Characteristics

The total population of northern lÍanitoba is about

96'600. of these, about 55,608 (sl percent) reside in indus-

trial centres leaving 40,92l_ (43 percenL) northern residents

of remote communities. Three quart.ers of those living in
remote cornmunities are status Indians, the remainder are

nearly all Meti".57

Table I shows that in remote northern cornmunities,

40 percent of the residents are under the age of 15, as com-

pared with just under one-third of residents in industrialized
areas (under age 15: remote 40 percent, industrialized
32 percent). Remote northern regions have a slightly higher

percentage of residents over the age of 65 than industrialized
centres (age 65 or over: remote 4.1 percent, industrialized
3.6 percent). About 56 percent of the residents of remote

northern communities are in the 15 to 65 age range¡ âs com-

pared with 64 percent of residents of industrialized centres.

Although industrialízed centres include a majority
of prime working age population, population growt.h measured.

by birth rates is higher for remote northern com¡nunities.

Natural grovrth rates alone in rernote communities rangie between

2.5 percent and 3.5 percent as compared with 1.0 to 1.5 percent

in the industrialized northern communiti.=.58 These popula-

tj-on figures suggest that communitv resources, like workers,

are drarvn from isolated communities into industrialized centres.
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TABLE Ï

L97 6 POPULATION STATISTICS
FOR }TORTHERN I4ANITOBA

Northern
Manitoba Urban

Indian
Remote ReserveIndicator

Total population, I97I
Tota1 population, J-976

Annual rate of change
Population 0-14
Population J-5-64

Population 65+

Ðependency ratio

86,995
96 ,597
2.rz

37.62
58.3?
4.IZ
0.72

52,304
55,608
1.3?

32 .02
64.42
3"62
0-55

14,404
11f883

-3.5U
39 .7 e"

56 .22

^'le^
0.78

20 ,287
29 ,1RB

7 .5e"

48.1t
4B .1å

3.8%

1.08

Source: M.H.S.C. Records, I976

"Remote" refers to the unorganized territories
v¡hich fall under the jurisdiction of the Northern
Affairs Act. The l4anitoba Health Services Com-
mission sometimes refer to these communities as
the "unorganized communiLies". They consist of
all the non-industrial, non-reserve communities.

Dependency ration is calculated by dividing the
total population between 15-64 into the total
population under the age of 14 and over the
age of 65.
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B. Labour Force

Underdevelopment, manifested in remote communities

as poverty, leads to steady transfer of labour from- remote

to industrialized centres. As predicted from Phillips views,

these effects are exeraplified in employment statistics, which

show a highly restricted range of employment in remote as

compared with industrialized northern communities. The

restricted range of vocational opportunity in the remote North

results in an unempl.oyment rate 20 to 30 t.imes higher for

remote than industrialized communities. Table II giving

employment statistics by section, shows a considerably broader

and more homogeneous distribution of emplolanent across sectors

in the industrialized than the remote communities (with employ-

ment largely limited to fishing, trapping and tourisrn in the

remote centres). Table II also shows that about 20 percent

of available employment in the remote North is in public

administration whereas the employment generated by government

accounts for only 6.4 percent of available employment for the

industrial North. These data reinforce the notion that the

availability of employment in the remote North is strongly

related to g:overnment decisions and policies. By virtue of

the fact that remote northern residents can be shown consis-

tently to be at a disadvantage over residents from urban

centres, these data also could be used to dispute Rea's view

that the decentralization of the public administration in the

North is one means by which economj-c control from outside the
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TABLE IT

ESTII4ATES OF EMPLOY}IENT BY SECTOR L975
NORTHERI'T MANTTOBA

Mining
Forestry
Ilydro Development
Agriculture
Fishing, Trapping
and Tourism

It{anuf acturing
Transportation
Trade
Services
Finance
Public Admini-
stration

Source:

Total
North

8,000
2 tl-O1
3,800

300

1,000

1,000
I,200
3,600
1,000

300

1,900

Industrial Remote
North North

7 t900
L,7 00

3,500
300

1,000
1,100
3,500

9s0

300

r ,400 (6 .42)

100

400

,:o

1r000

100

100

:,

500 (19.63)

Long Term Canada/taanitoba Northlands Subsidiary
Ag'reement, I97 6-77, I9B0-BI, Briefing Material
l[anitoba Provincial Office of the Department of
Regional Economic Expansion.
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region can be lessened.

In I976, the }{anitoba Department of Northern Affairs
Job fnformation Officers surveyed I7 native communities:

Brochet, Cormorant, Cross Lake, Granvil Ie Lake, Flole River,

Ilford, Little Black River, Manigotogan, Oxford House, pikwi-

tonei, Pop1ar River, Pukatawagan, Seymourvitle, Split Lake,

Thicket Portage, ldabowden and York Landing.

The information in Tabl-e III suggests that in L976

remote communities in northern l4anitoba had an unemployment

rate of 29.8 percent and a participation rate of 42 percent

including seasonal employment. This compares to 4.7 percent

and 61.1 percent respectively for Manitoba as a whole. However,

when seasonal employment is excluded, the participation rate
j-n these communities appears much lower and unemployment

rises sharply. These data suggest that seasonal employment

is a major source of work for the northerners in the remote

areas. Further evi-dence in Table IV indicates that seasonal

employment constitutes an average of 37.4 percent of the total
employment opportunities in these communities as a who1e.

Tn the 17 communities surveyed, g-overnment was found to be

the major employer offering 4I.I percent of the jobs. The

service sector followed with 32.9 percent while traditional
activities such as fishing and trapping reported I9.9 percent,

and the transportation industry 5.8 percent.

Recent Unemployment lnsurance Commission inforrnation

shown in Table V reinforces the point that much employment in



Commun.ity

Brochet/Lac Brochet
Cormorant
Cross Lake

Granville Lake
IIford
Little Black River
Manigotogan
Oxford House

Pilcwitonei
PopIar RÍver
Pukatawagan
Seymourville
Split Lake
Thicket Portage
lVabowden

Hole River
York Landing

L976 REMOTE NORTHERN

Popu-
lation

TABLE III

MAT{ÏTOBA LABOUR

1, 008

561

2 ,432
109

209

225

2l-0

1,000
2L0

464

1,100
160

920

260

I,060
460

181

Potential
Labour
Force

564

3r4
1, 36r

61

II7
l-26

118

560

lIB
259

616

90

515

L46

594

258

101

Actual
Labour
Force

FORCE INDTCATORS

Source: Job Information Officer, Department of Northern Affairs, November and Decem- H
ber, L976.

125

5B

528

2I
114

26

94

238

60

I32
L64

36

153

B9

29r
116

34

Number
nJnp1.oy.ed.

B8

4B

185

104

T7

7B

L47

50

B6

60

26

131

66

2sr
I00

22

Partici-
pation

Rate
Per.c.elt-

)))
18.5
38.B

34 .4

97 .4
20 .6
79.7
¿.) q

50. B

s0.9
26.6
40.0
29.7
6r.0
49.0
45.0
33.7

Unem-
ployment

Rate
Percent

29 "6
L7 .2
u:.n

B.B

34.6
17 .0
38 "2
L6.7
34 . B

63 .4
27 .B

L4 .4
25. B

r3.7
13. B

35.3



TABLE ÏV

L97 6 FULL, P/\RT TrME AND SEASOIJAL EMPLOYMBNT
TN REMOTE NORTHERN MANITOBA COIIT"IUNITTES BY NU¡{BER OF' JOBS AND BY PERCENTAGE

Full Time Part Tinre Seasonal

C_ommugi_tlz

Brochet/Lac Brochet
Cormorant
Cross Lake
Granville Lake
Ilford
Little Black River
Itlanigotogan
Píkwitonei
Poplar River
Pukatawagan
Seymourville
SpIit Lake
Thicket Portage
tr{abowden
Ilo1e River
York Landing
Oxford House

Total
Average Percent of

Three Categories

Percent of Total Percent of Total
No. of Jobs of 3 cat. No. of Jobs of 3 cat.

I9
139

2
23
L4
53
16
34
BO

oo

59
IB

135
36
13
91

? 40.

39 "6
55.6
9.5

22.r
82"4
67 .9
32.0
39.5

100.0
30. B

45.0
22.s
53. B

36.0
59 .1
6I. 9

Source: Job Information Officer, Department of Northern Affaírs,
November and December, L976

It should be noted that while these conventional unemployment figures are high, they
may still grossly understate the real unemployment in the remote areas as people inlcluding those seasonally employed often times- fail to register as unempLoyäd.- In
many cases people are discouraged by the l-ack of employment opportunities and simplydo not attempt to participate.

5
22

1
5
J

7
6

T2
0
5

I4
1B
36

3
I

56

194

10 "o

4"
4"

L7"
o

L2.
L4.

19.
10.))
L4.

3.
4.

38.

4
I
B
Õo

6
0
0
0
0
2
7
5
3
0
5
1

49 .6

Percent of Total
No. of Jobs of 3 cat.

24
B9
IB
76

0
1B
2B
4o

0
13
5B
44
BO

6L
B

0

Fp7.

37 .4

50.0
35.6
85.7
73"r

0
23.1
56"0
46 "5

0

13.0

50
44
55
31
61
36

0
3
0
9
0
4
0

(tl
\t
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TABLE V

I977 UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE COT4},ÍISSTOI.T DATA
ON ÏNSURED tr^TEEKS BY NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN CLAT}4AIùTS

Insured
Tleeks

8-9
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-52

irieeks
on Claìm

0
1-13

I4-26
27 -39
40-51
52+

Percent of Clairnants
l{orth South

32.7
18.5
14.5
20 .0
l-4.2

I7 .9
43. s
24.L
9.3
5.1

0

2I.0
18 .9
ls.0
2r.0
24.r

19.5
43.8
27 .5
6.8
2.3

.1

Source: Unemployment Tnsurance Commission
Records I L977
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remote communities is short-tern. In the North, the largest
proportion of U.I.C. claimants (32.7 percent) has only con-

tributed from eight to 19 weeks, vrhile in the south the pro-

portion of applications with this contribution record is much

lower at 2I.0 percent. At the other end oi the scal-e, only

14.2 percent of the northern claimants contributed 50 to 52

weeks, while the south reports 24.1 percent. fn addition,
the proportion of claimants receiving benefits for more than

27 weeks in the North is L4.4 percent compared to the southern

situation at only g.2 percent. All these statistics reflect

the instability of the northern labour marJ-,et and the diffi-

culty many northerners face in developing U.I.C. eligibility
because of the short-term nature of much employment.

C. Income

Personal income data offer further evidence of the

differential in socio-economic circumstances between the

industrial and remote North. Personal income for Ig72/73 in
the northern urban centres in northern Manitoba averaged

$4,019 (11. B percent higher than the Manitoba averagie and 4.7

percent higher than the Canadian average), Average income of

those living in the other 46 remote northern Ivlanitoba communi-

ties was only $793, a mere 22 percent of the lfanitoba average

and less than 21 percent of the Canadian average. The average

income for a remote northern rvas $793 of which 34.4 percent

was accounted for by transfers from government including

wel-fare, family allowances, etc,, and five percent from income
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in kind (fishing, hunting, firewood, etc.U9). Revenue Canada

data for L977 indicate that this differential is ostensibly
being reduced. In that year, the average income for al_1

returns in the industrial North was $11-,950.22 and $5,9L8.22

in the rernote morth60, for a ratio of 2:L. However, v/e do

not knov¡ if this apparent increase ref1ects more earned income

or more social security benefits.

D. Vocational PreparaLion

Poverty of vocational resources in underdeveloped

communities begins to show itsetf in the educational process.

Data collected by the },lanitoba Department of Education ind.icate

that students from remote communities begín falling behind

progressively throughout primary school grades. l,Iany f ind

themselves behind by grade eight Ievel. Students from remote

areas begin to leave school- in large numbers after grade eight.
The trend is shown in enrolment figures for remote and indus-

t.rial communities. Ta]rle. VI. gives the enrolment f igures com-

paring 29 remote northern communities with nine northern urban

centres.

Enrolment for the Province of Manitoba as a whole

(September/October, I97B figures) is highest in grade nine

with a slight enrolment decline thereafter. For lt[anitoba,

grade 12 enrolment is B0 percent of the maximum (grade nine)

enrolment. The pattern of enrolment in the industrialized

North differs Fl.ightly. frorn the l{anitoba average. }4aximum

enrofment in the industrialized lrlorth is at the srade seven
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TABLE VI

TOTAL SCHOOL E}TROLT.4ENT BY GRADE:
II{DUSTRIALTZED AND REI4OTE NORTHERN I4AìJITOBA COT.IÌ{UTiIîIES

Remote fndustrialized. TotaI
DlanitobaGrade (29. C_oln$unities). ( 9 C.op.muni_t-i-es )

6

7

I
9

10

11

I2

542

499

383

263

r43
60

30

850

983

967

849

BI3
666

529

15r187
16,553
17 t556
17 ,Bg2
17 ,643
L5,923
14,254

Source: llanitoba Department of Education, Public School
Finance Board Superintendents Report
Provincial Summary
L97 I

Note: As the Manitoba Department of Education does their
long-term enrolment forecasting by means of a
"cohort survival" system rvhich is heavily reliant
f.or accuracy on historical data and since these
historical data are not available, this table can
not be supported with further information on the
total number of students eligible for entry into
each of the grade l-evels.

Notr.¡ithstanding this limitation, the table does
show that about one-eighteenth of those students
who reach grade 6 will graduate from grade 12.
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level, with slow declines thereafter. Grade L2 enrolrnent in
the industrialized northern centres is 54 percent of the

maxirnum (grade seven) 1evel and 62 percent of the grade nine

level enrolment.

In remote northern centres, maximum enrolment is in
grade six with sharp decline thereafter. Enrol-rnent in grade

12 is only six percent of the grade six maximum or 11 percent

of grade nine enrolment.

It has been demonstrated that remote northern

communities are exporting their vrorking age population to
the northern industrial centres, that uner,rployment and seasonal

employment are higher in the renote than in the industrial
North, and that personal incomes are lower j-n the rernote ver-
sus the industrial North. As well, it has been shown that
school retention rates for remote community residents are lower

than for residents of northern urban communities.

Health indicators provide an important measure with
which to assess the overall circumstances in the North.

Unfortunately, wiLh the exception of housing, data are not

available which distinguish clearly beLween circumstances in
remote versus industrial communities. As an example of this
problern, a major source of data on health indicators, the

Manitoba Department of Hearth and social Development "l,Iater-
nal and Child Care Vital Statistics", reports statistics by

regions v¡ith separate entries for Indian Reserves and unorgan-

ízed territories. The unorganized territories refer to the
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communities which are governed by the l[anitoba ]finister of
Northern Affairs. They are part of the rernote northern

communities to which this paper makes reference. The entry

entitled Indian Reserves would include all Indian Reserves in
northern and southern }fanitoba. "Norman'regj-on" includes all
communities north of the 53" para1le1 with no distinction
made between industrial and remote cornmunities.

Despite the difficulties in data comparability, the

available data on health indicators demonstrate that the

North as a region is less well-off compared to Manitoba as

a whole and to Winnipeg specifically"

E. I{aternal and Child Hea1th

Vital statísti"=61 rates tor Lg75, Table VII, show

a live birth rate (45.0) for unorganized territorj-es that is
three times as high as for Vlinnipeg (15.0) and about twice

as high as for the Norman region (24.I) . Unorganized terri-
tory rates for stillbirth (2l-.8), first day deaths (10.1),

perinatal (32.8), post neonatal (16.8) and infant death rates

(30.2) are about double those of ÞIinnipeg (9.0) (3.9) (16.8)

(3.8) (f2.6), or Norman region (9.1) (4.5) (19.4) (0.S) (18.1).

Indian Reserves tend to corûpare even less favourably

with the Norman region and to Winnipeg than to the unorganized.

territoríes. The Indian Reserve stillbirth rate is 30.7r pre-

natal death rate is 42.8, post neonatal is 2J-.9 and the infant
death rate is 42.2.

There are two exceptions to this finding. The first



Vital Stats.
Region ..
Norman

tr^linnipeg

Indian Reserves
Unorganized
Territories

It{anitoba Total

TABLE VII

SELECTED VITAL STATISTTCS RATESI
BY HEALTH AND SOC]AL DEVELOPIUENT REGION OF RESIDENCE,

Population
l-97 5

54 ,962
584 t396
35r148

73 ,247

1r055t677

Notes:

taLivebirth'stil lbirth'
. Ra!.e. . oe.atþ_Sa!.e

24 .L 9.1
15 " 0 9.0
t4.B 30"7

45.0 21.8

16.1 10.0

1. unless otherwise indicated rates are per l-r000 livebirths.
2. Livebirth rate is per 1,000 197r-L974 average population.

fnfants born alive, excluding stillbirths.
3. Foetal- deaths of 20 or more weeks gestation per 11000 live births.
4. Foetal deaths of 20 or more weeks gestation plus infant d.eaths

under 7 days of age per 1,000 total- birth.
5. Infant deaths from 28 days to under I year of age.
6. Deaths under 1 year of âger excluding stillbirths.

First Day Perinatal4
Death Rate Death Rate

4.5
3.9
7.7

t0.r
4"9

L9 .4
16. B

42.8

32.8

18.B

Post tr
Neonatal'

Death Rate
6.8
?o
J¡O

26 .9

16. B

5.0

ïn,f ant6
Death
. Rate

18 .1
L2 .6
42 .2

30.2

14"8

Oì
,5
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is that the live birth rate for rndian Reserves is almost

identicar to that of I¡Iinnipeg. The second is that the first
day death rate for rndian Reserves is about twj-ce as high

as lfinnipegrs (Indian Reserves 7.7, Uinnipeg 3.9).
The maternal and child health data presented above

supporL the assumption implicit in the Marxist analysis of

underdevelopment that conditions are worse in the remote areas

than in the south. In fact, because of having aggregate

data for Norman region, the rear differences in maternal and

child health data between remote North and l^linnipeg have

lÍkely been minirnized.

F. Nutrition

Table IX, I'Spatial Food fndíces for Some Remote

Northern and Urban Northern l{anitoba Communities", shows that
in I97B the price of food in northern urban centres r¡/as be-

tween four and 13 percent higher than in Winnipeg. In remote

northern communities, the price of food was between 11 and

74 percent higher than in the urban northern centres

Not only is food as a whole more highly priced but

the foods that are essential for a well-balanced diet, such

as fruits and vegetables, eggs and dairy products are among

the most highly priced items. This means that a higher pro-

portion of money spent on food is likely being spent on foods

categorized under "fats and oils", "dishes and snacks" and

"other foods" which cannot IikeIy supply an adequate diet.
Prices and availability obviously affect what people
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TABLE VTII

POST-NEONATAL DEATH RATES BY CAUSE

(Infant deaths frorn 28 days to under 1 year of age
per 10,000 live births)

Lower Respiratory

Gastrointestinal

Congenital Anomalies

Birth Injury

Symptoms and I1l
Defi-ned Conditions

Other Causes

Provincial,
Including

Unorganized
Territories

12.4

59 .6

13. B

2.3

16.1

B 0.3

Reserves

lLz .4

5.4

9.6

0.8

9.s

9-5

Rate In
Unorganized
Territories

86.3

35.5

r0 .2

20 .3

20.3

Source: I{edd, L. M.D., "Health and Health Care Delivery in
Northeastern ltÎanitoba", supported by a grant from
the Northern Studies Committee, University of
Irlanitoba , L977 .

Table VIIf , "Post }treonatal Death Rates By Cause',
?êfnEõÏcêã tfre f indings from Table VII. Table Vrrr
suggests that on Reserves and*Tn-unõ?ÇaniZea-Têrñl
tories environmental factors such as poor housing.,
poor water and sev¡age lead to a greater incidence of
lower respiratory and gastrointestinal morbidity in
infants which leads to death approximately two to
ten times as freouently from these causes as for the
province as a whole.
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TABLE ÏX

SPATÏAL FOOD TNDICATORS FOR SOME REMOTE NORTHERN AND URBAN
NORTHERN MANITOBA COMMUNITTES

ïte¡n

Food for Home
Consumption

Dairy Products
Cereal & Bakery

Products
fats c Oils
Meat, Poultry

ç Físh
Eggs

Fruit & vege-
tables

Frozen Foods

Dishes & Snacl(s

Other Foods

Beveraqes

OJ

rd
Ètnts 'rcrro É rdo Ho {r- lr rúc) Bo O(n .-JQ)
qd [-l .rJ4 U 5 q{ 5 --lJ4
O rd u rd O O X O p-,rd
ItZ' HFI ZE OiE m'--l

Remote North

L46 "5

169 .4

r54.2

128.1

L26 "4

149.0

189.1

169.6
116.1
L24.5
r27.4

L42 "B

12r.1

l-42 .0

116.9

131. s

121.0

L26.0

111.9

96"4

120.5

L27.6

131.6

117"1
LLz"O

I22.2

Source: Manitoba Bureau of Statistics Prices Monitoring Surveyi
tion Spatial Retail Price Indices for Selected Manitoba

Note: The term I'Spatial" refers here to difference between the
food in one place and another at the same time.

149.1

171. B

L47 .7

119.1

I37.6

133.9

194.0

l-25 .4
115.3
IT6.4

Av"

131"0

109. B

120. B

97 .4

137.5

r47 .3

161.1

156.0
10 6.4
lOB.B

L26.7

I9s.1

L3I.2
131.5
L57.4

Urban llorth

ÊÉ.-l O
r{ r-{
Ét{ f{

r37

l-3 9

134

111

130

144

L74

163

119

111

130

o
1ã

+l'-l
rú p{
c)rdåú

112.0

I07.4

108.7

103.9

113.4

I22.2

117. 3

106 .1
l-I4 "2
110.4
1OB. B

I 
ttu. t

["'.,

Itoo.z

I 
roz. z

I 
rrs. a

l11o.e
lrsr.o

l 
ror. u

I 
rrr. z

I 
10e.0

Itzz.t

c)(n
.q rd
Fl A¡

Ê
o
(f)

g
o
.q
t-r

108

r02

107

Av"

oo

B

9

104.7

103.6

104.I

r0 4.7

I02.6

104 .8

1r1.0

100.3
I02.9
I05.2
106.0

99.8

LTA.4

111.6

108.6

101.2
o? o

101.0
113.5

111

107

108

104

111

Il-2

117

L04

r06
106

113

Food for Home Consump-
Communities, :..978.

price of a basket of or
\t
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eat" what people eat has a 1ot to do with how they grow and

develop, how effectively their bodies can fight disease and

hor,¡ well they feel to work. For example, the subcommittee on

Nutrition, Brain Development and Behavior of the committee

on Internatj-ona1 Nutrj-tion Programs has said:

"Fetal development is controlled not only by
genetic contributions from both parents but also
directly by maternal physical and nutritional
status. It is during gestation that neuronal
grovrth is maximal. If the fetus j-s malnourished,
resulting in 1ow birth weight for age at delivêry,
or delivered prernaturely because of maternal
disability, his brain growth may be directly af-
fected. SÍmilarly, impaired fetal development
may increase the vulnerability of the newborn
infant to subsequent poor nutrition and environ-
mental stress. Compared to a child normal at
birth, the underdeveloped newborn will qrow less
weII, vrould hayg limitãtions in brain clãveloprnent
and behavior."62

Nutritíon studies on native people are very Ij_mited.

In recent years, some attentíon has been paid to the major

changes v¡hich the native diets have undergone in tv¡o or three

d.ecades and to the likely deleterious effects on their
health. There are no studies which compare nutrition levels
between remote northern and industriar northern residents.

The Nutrition

the nutritional status

f ndian and Eskirnos, is

Canada Survey,

of the Canadian

the most current

survey as they

carríed out to assess

population including

study in this area.

relate to IndiansYet, the results

and Eskimos are

the methods used

of the Nutrition

of the

thought to be of lir.rited value because of
. For example, Dr- Z. I. Sabry, President

Research Consultants, cl_aims that the 24 hour
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dietary recaIl method may be of limited value in populations

accustomed to feast or famine patterns and where the avail-

ability of food is dependent on the timing of the we'l fare

.h"q,r"= . 
6 3

Although nutrition data are ver]¡ sparse, the avail-
able data, show disfavourable food price differentials
between remote and urban northern coûtmunities and between

northern urban communities and ÏVinnipeg.

G. Housing

Relatively poor housing associated with under-

development in remote communities is predicted frorn the Marxist

analysis v¡hich suggests that natural as well as personal re-
sources will be exported from remote to developed industrial

communities.

Department of Indian and Northern Affairs figures

from the l{anitoba Region Housing Survey, I974, compare remote

with industrial-ized northern Indian communities. According to

ratings in the survey, only 44 percent of housing in remote

communities could be considered "good." as compared with 64

percent of housing in industrialized regions. Age of housing

does not differ substantially between remote ancl inclustrialj-zed

communities, but housing quality appears to account for
differences.

Differences between remote and industrialized centres

in the development of r,vater supply systems have implications

for health levels. Of remote communities, BB percent obtain

water from rainwater storage rivers or 1akes, with no developed
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water systemsr as compared !,rith 36 percent of industrialized
northern communíties. A majority of industrialized
communities (56 percent) obtain water from we11s or estab-

lished water systemsr âs compared with onry eight percent of
remoLe resid.ents.

Housing and water supply figures are summarized in
Table X.

H. Sewage and tr'Iater

One indication of the effect underdeveloped sewage

and water systems have is reflected by morbidity linked to
rvater-borne pathogens" A recent report reveals that in "a

comparison of hospital utilization per 1, o0o population" shows

that residents of the remote North, a substantial proportion

of whom are rndian, have a reratively high rate of infection
by disease often associated with water-borne pathogens. The

comparisons are given in Tabte XI.

IV SU¡4T.{ARY

Although there are substantial difficulties with
the avail-ability of data, northern Manitoba socio-economic

data on population characteristics, labour force, income,

vocational preparation, housing maternal and child health,

sewage and water, nutrition are consistent in demonstrating

that. the remote northern communities are at a considerable

disad.vantage as compared to northern urban centres and to
Winnipeg.
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HOUSING AND hIATER
NORTIIERN TNDUSTRIAL

ÏNDÏAN COIUMU}TITIES

TABLE X

SUPPLY OF SOUTHERN,
AND REI4OTE NORTHERI.I
(9" OF RESIDENCES)

Region

A. C.ondition oF .HoysiJrg

Good
Fair
Poor

Age- oÍ Ho-us_in_g

Less than
10 years

Water Suppl_y

Rainwater Stand
pipe

River or Lake
tr{ell or water

supply

Southern
Northern

Tndustrial

64
1s
20

1

35

56

Northern
Remote

T2

16

B

5B
L7
2O

44
L7
36

656562

B.

c.

4

11

64
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TABLE XÏ

L976 HOSPTTAL UTILTZATTON BY REGION
PER 1,000 POPULATTOIì

Intestinal Infections
(of infectious parasitic Skin and Subcutaneous

oriqin) DiseasesReg.i-on

Itfanitoba

Norman Region

Unorganized
Territories

3.8

11.0

18 .0

a1

5.8

8.9

Source: I4anitoba Health Services Commission,
"Hospital Utilization b)¡ Municipality".
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These socio-economic circumstances proviCe an

J-mportant context in which to interpret the results of an

analysis, discribed in Chapter IV, of some d.ata used to test
the relationship between health and economic developrnent in
remote communities in northern tlanitoba.

57. Manitoba Health Services Commission, population
Statistics, I97 6.

58. Source: Long-Term Canada/Dlanitoba Northlands Subsidiary
Agreement, L976/77 - LgB0/BL, Briefing tlaterial, Manitoba
Prcvincial office of the Department of Regional Economic
Expansion. These data are based on population projections
provided by Statistics Canada.

EÔ

60.

61.

Loxley, Ibid.¡ p. 3.

Revenue Canada, 1977.

Manitoba Department of Health and Socj-al Development,
"Maternal and Child Care Vital Statistics Update
September 7976" I Division of Resources.

62. The Sub-Committee on Nutrition, Brain Development and
Behavior of the Comnittee on International Nutrition
Programs, in its report entitted The Relationship of
Nutrition to Brain Deveiopment an

if r Vrlashing-
ton, D.C., June, L973.

There is lirnited evidence at this time which suggests
that birth weights are not a problem for the northern
I'fanitoba native population. Coodin, Dilling and Hawaorth,
reporting on growLh, nutriti on and health status of
infants and preschool children from Cross Lake and Garden
HíIl Reserves, state that mean birth weights for Cross
Lake were 3.31 kg and 3.50 kg for Garden HiII. The
Garden Hill newborns mean birth weight is among the
heaviest recorded in the wor1d. (Report of the Second
Canadian Ross Conference on Paediatric Research, Ross
Laboritories, Ivlontreal, Quebec, L97 5.

63 . Sabry, A, I. , Phd, "The l{utrition Canada Survey" , Nu-
trition of Ind.ian and. Eskimos Children, Ibid.



CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATTON OF DATA
RELAT]NG TO HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENT

IN NORTHERN MANTTOBA

I TNTRODUCTTON

The purpose of this chapter is to analyze some

data on northern Èfanitoba in terms of the expectations raised

by the review of the literature on health a,:rd development

which was set out in Chapter I. Although there is not a

clear consensus in the literature concerning the extent

to which health and economic developrnent are related, there

is a suggestion that health and development variables (in

the context of a region) will be strongly interrelated.

DESCRIPTIOT'T AND EVALUATTON OF THE DATA

A. Selection of Communities

Communities for this study \^¡ere selected by three

criteria. They were: that the community not be part of the

industrial North; that a conìmunity population should be 300

or more; and that a nearly complete set of data should be

available for the community.

Part of the justification for using these criteria

is that policy makers will direct their attention more

readily to problems which (v¿ould appear to) affect larger

remote comr.runities. Another justification for using these

IT
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criteria is si-mpIy that totally comparable data are not

readily available for all rernote communities given that

federal and provincial government departments use slightly

different criteria when reporting on remote communities.

In l{ay, L978 for example, the Manitoba Department of Northern

Affairs prepared the first census on remote communities which

included 4B communíties with a total population of only

l-O,OL7. The Department of Regional Economic Expansion uses

a somewhat more flexible operating definition of rremoter

and sornetimes makes reference to the remote North as having

more than 4B non-reserve, non-industrial communities. All of

the communities for this study fall v¡ithin the definition of

remoteness of the DepartmenL of llorthern Affairs and of the

Department of Regional Economic Expansion.

Utilizing the three critería introduced above, 18

comr*unities were selected.64 The total population of these

communities is approximately I7,322 or just over 42 percent

of all remote northern residents. (See also Table L, Chapter

III.) These communities were not drawn using a random sam-

pling procedure. However, they include communities from

every sub-region within the northern region as well as a mix

of exclusively Reserve, and mixed Reserve-l4etis communities.

This group of 18 communitíes is also representative of the

remote communities in that there is a mix of communities

with very IimÍted access to urban centres as well as those

with easv access.
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The rernote North is not a totally homogenious

reqion in terms of the mix of population which is often found

in any one community. rn this study, where a reserve vzas

immediately adjacent to a non-status Indían (Metis) com-

munity, the Reserve and the l{etis communitv were treated. as

one community, for example, Pauingassi and Little Grand

Rapids. Development indicators were taken to represent the

situation on both Reserve and the adjacent l,Ietis communities.

Similarly, health data for the Reserves v¡ere taken to repre-

sent the health data for any of the adjacent lt{etis communities

as Manitoba Hea1th Services Commission data do not distinguish,
in their reported bilJ-ings, between services to Treaty and

l4etis.

B. Health Variables

1. Sources of Data

There lrere trvo sources of health data. The principal

source was the l.{anitoba Flealth Services Commission "Report

(MHSC) on Morbidity by Tndian Band, Age and Diagnostic Cate-

gory for 1976". This report was specially prepared at the

request of the Departrnent of National Health and !'ielfare,

I4anitoba Region, Itledical Services Branch. ?hese data provide

information on il-lness treated by a physician v¡ho charges

the I.{HSC f or his/her services.

The I'IHSC a]so provides an annual age breakout for
each Reserve community with a five-year subtotal. This age

breakout allorvs for an investigation of morbj-dity (illness)
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in three groupings: o-6 (infants and preschool), 7-Lg

(school children and young adults), and 20-onwards (adult

population) . These three age groupings were util ized, so

that v¡hen the findings of the research were analyzed., policy
implications, some of which might. relate to specific age

groupings in the target population, would be more readily
identif ied . (See A.ppendix. IV. )

The second source of health data is MHSC¡s "Report

for Hospital Utilization by Municipality" for the years

1975, and. 1977. These data are presented as a rate per 1,000

for actual cases by Reserve or municipality by each of 19

diagnostic categories. (See Appe.ndig.e.s. V. a.nd VI. )

2. Evaluation of Data Base

The strengths of the health data base are that the

data are reasonably current, provid.e an accurate record of

all physician visits and can easily be converted to a rate

to facilitate comparisons among the communities. Alsor ês

physicians are trained to diagnose and to treat i11ness,

their record of vj-sits and billings provide at least one

crude indicator of the amount of illness in a community.

The major weaknesses of the data stem from the

many problems that beset any attempt to measure health.

Lee Soderstrom, in his recent book on the Canadian Health

System, lists some of the major ptoblems.65 He says mortality
indices tend to ignore other dimensions of health such as

the presence of disease, disability or discomfort. t4orbidity
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indices¡ on the other hand, tend to be based on hospitaliza-
tion data which are greatly affected by the availability
of hospital facilities. Further, hospitalizations do not
provide any information about the health of ambulatory

patients or those who do not seek health services. Soderstrom

claims that comprehensive data concerning disease prevalence

can only be obtained from househord surveys. rn this
connection, hre should note that the rast such canadian

survey was conducted i-n 1950/5L" As each individual experi-
ences disease and discomfort in a different way, even a com-

prehensive household survey may well on]lr reflect these

individual differences.

All of the problems to which Soderstrom draws our

attention apply to the morbidity data for northern Manitoba.

In fact, physicians'visits have proven not to be a very

sensitive indicator of health or illness, because much illness
goes untreated or is treated by a fierd station public health
nurse. Data from public health nurse 1og books \,ì/ere un-

available and comparisons cannot be made with data generated

by physicians visits. Al-so, although there are many people

who want to see the doctor when he or she visits the remote

community and who are really sick, there are also people

who see the doctor when they are we11. post-partum patients

and well babies would. be exampres. There are other people

who see the doctor because the doctorts visit is a once a

month 'happening' in the communitlz and they would like to take
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part in it. some doctors say that patients ask to see them

when they are well because they believe the doctor can

prevent then from beconing ill. i{hatever the reason, doctorrs

billings alone are not a very sensitive indicator of real
morbidity. Similarly, hospitalizations are an insensitive
measure. Just as for people from urban communities, some

people from remote communities are hospitalized when their
illnesses warrant hospitalization. Others are hospitalized

because they live near a hospital and the nurse may not wísh

to take any unnecessary risk. Others might be hospitalized

because the nurse lacks either the skills otî the equipment to

treat their condition adequately.

Despite all their limitations, the morbidity and

hospitalization data are the only data available which come

close to measuring health and for this reason they rvill be

used as proxy measures for health.

3. Analytical TreatmenL of Data

The I4HSC Morbidity Report included eight diagnostic

categories: upper respiratory infections, gastrointestinal

infections, skin disorders, aecidents, parasites, psychiatric

disorders, lab and x-ray, and other (optometric, dental and

chiropractíc billings). The reported incidence for these

three conditions was consistently low for all communities.

For each community, the incidence of morbidity in

each of the eight diaEnostic categories for each of the

three age groups was surnrned and then converted to a rate per
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thousand based on the population for that age group. Three

health variables were identified and have been labe1led

Florbidity 0-6, Morbidity 7-I9, and l,4orbidity 2O-onwards.

As we1l, the incidence of morbidity for all age

groups for four specific diagnostic categories, that is
upper respiratory, gastrointestinal infections, accidents

and. psychiatric disorders \Áias summed and converted to a rate

per thousand us.i-ng the total community population as a pop-

ulation base. Thus, four additional health variables were

created bringing the total nurnber of health variables to

seven. These four variables were i-ncluded to facilit.ate the

analysis of relationships between a single health problem

and a partícular development variable.

The category "grand total" from the Hospital

Utilization Report was used as one further health variable

for the year Lg76. The "grand total" is presented as a rate

per thousand for each community based on the population of

that cornmunity.

Since morbiclity data and the category "grand total"

were only available for I976 and since hospitalization data

v/ere available for the years 1975, ancl 1977, the total of

these data were used to establish a time series for health

data. Although the data sets for health variables for the

years 1975, L97 6 and 1977 were not totally comparable, there

was a certain degree of overlap in terms of categories. (See

Appen9i-x- Vf .) For example, the Morbidity Report records all
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physician visits for upper respiratory conditions and the
hospital-ization data show a category for upper respiratory
illness.

The fol-lowing eight diagnostic categories from the

hospitalization data were not included. in the analyses:

neoplasms, circulatory diseases, genitourinary diseases,

musculoskeletal diseases, d.iseases of the blood, congenital
anomalj-es, prenatal diseases and special conditions and

inf ants. (see App_enÈix. vrrr. ) Their exclusion was to some

extent an arbitrary one by the researcher. However, it was

fert that these particurar diagnostic categories were not

easily and immediately influenced by socio-econornic con-

ditions. For exampler âs some current evidence suggests

that the growth of neoplasms occurs over such a long period

of time, it would be impossible with the available data to
isolate the conditions in the North v¡hich might cause greater

incidences than occur in the south.

rates for

community

means of a

C.

The eight health variables for morbidity and the

the eleven variables for hospitalizations for each

were ranked and then correlated to each other by

Kendall correlation.

Development Variables

Conventional indícators of economic development such

as income, investments, capital accumulation, are either not

available for remote northern }[anitoba communities or their
definítions are too ambiguous in the northern context to be
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of direct benefit. Income tax data, far example, are

commonly used as indicators of economic development. However,

until the child Tax and Property Tax Audit Plans v¡ere estab-

lished in Manitoba, many northerners living betow the poverty

line did. not even file a tax return. Therefore, historical
growth trends are difficult to reconstruct. Further, Revenue

Canada (Taxation Branch) does not clistinguish between indus-

trial and remote communities. In order to protect taxpayer

confident.iality, in reply to reguests for information,

departmental officials wil-I eliminate all income breakdown

(that is, whether a filer has a taxable income or not) on

localities with less than 100 taxfilers. The Revenue Canad.a

localíty code system further confounds any attempt to rrake

comparisons among the remote communities as several of these

communities may be identified by the same code number. There-

forer afly data released are said, by the Department, to

represent all of the communities in that code. For tax years

Lg76 and L977, the communities linked under one locality code

were as foll-ows: Berens River, Pauingassi and Red Sucker

Lake (code 34245) | Easterville and Moose Lake (code 34478),

Blood.vein (code 43257 ) , Cross Lake, God' s Lake, God's Lake

Narrows, Nelson House, trIorway House, Oxford House and Split

Lake (code 34646) and Poplar River (code 34246). Thus, the

Revenue Departmentrs presentation of the data j-s so ambiguous

that they are not helpful statistÍcs to use.

"Soft" indicators of development must be used as
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proxies for these other measurements. For thÍs stud.y, the

following development variables are going to be used: com-

munication networks, transportation netrvorksr sewage treat-
ment and disposal systerns, services in the cornmunity, recrea-
tional facilities, organized activities, employment and hou-

sing.

1. Sources of Data

The development d,ata \4rere derived from three sources.

The principal source of data consisted of the community pro-

files compiled each year for the Department of National Health

and vÍelfare. These are completed each summer by the field
station public health nurse at the request of the Department.

Profiles frorn the years 1974, L975 and 1976 were used.

The Manitoba Department of Northern Affairs Community

Profil-es compiled in 1975 provided a second source" These

profiles were used to substantiate data found in the National

Hearth and l¡Ielfare prof iles. rn the case of data on northern

emplolanent, the Northern Affairs profiles were occasionally

more comprehensive.

In three or four situations where there v¡as a dif-
ference between the above two sources, such as in deterrnining

the current status of a road being built ínto Split Lake

from Thonpson, officials of other provincial and federal

government departments, such as the Department of Regional

Economic Expansion, Health and Social Development, who v¡ork

in or travel- to the 18 communities, vi/ere consulted on an infor-
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mal basis for their views.

2. Evaluation of Data Base

The strength of the data base is that the informa-
tion was collected prirnarily by peopre who were on-site and,

presumably knew each community in question. since the nurse
treats all members of the communitv, her contacts, unlike
those of most itinerant visitors to the community, are not
limited only to the community leadership.

The weakness of the data base is that the accuracy
of the data rests with how intinatery the nurse knows the
community, how long she has been in the community and how werl
tied j-nto the community organization she or he really is.
Furtherr âs the nurse is trained predominantly in treatment
and not in organizational skilrs, some field station nurses

could be expected to have rimited understanding about the
workings of Band, municipal, provincial ancl federal level
government programs exclusive of health programs.

One further weakness concerns the actual structure
of the questionnaire the nurses are asked to complete. rn
at least tv¡o instances, there is evid.ence of the possibirity
of contamination. For example, the presence of terephones is
an item included in the cornmunications section and further
referenc'e j-s made to telephones uncler the section on housing..

The second reference was omitted in this study. Further, the
form makes reference twice to housing and to hydro. The

references to housing under the commr-rnity activities section
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was treated as if they referred to whether a housing service
or counsell-or were available. The ref erence to hyd.ro was

treated as if it referred to whether staff who could install
or repair hydro instarlations \^/ere present in the community.

The use of these data as indicators of development

is justified on the grounds that they are the most current
available data rvhich come cl-osest to that which we r.¡ould like
to measure.

3. Analytical Treatment of the Data

With the exception of employment and housing data,

each of the development variabres was broken out into sub-

categories consistent with the sub-categories contained in
the National Health and l,]elfare community profi]es. The sub-

categories for each development variable are l-isted. in
Ap_p_en9!x_Tx. For each of the sub-categories, for each of

the years 1974, 1975 and 1976, the presence or absence of
the facility, resource or servj-ce was noted. These presence

or absence judgments \¡¡ere summed and the sum was used as the

score for that development variable for that particular
community, (See Appendi-cs:.s ,X,. XJ a-nd III. ),

In the case of data on employment and housing, a

different procedure \^/as used. As the questionnaire regarding

employment has f our parts (t¡rat is, number permanently ern-

ployed, number seasonally employed, number of permanent welfare
and number on seasonal wel-fare), a percentage was calculated

based on the total population and the nunber employed or on
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$/elfare in each category. similarly, the section of the
questionnaire which deals with housing is divided into four
parts, those houses with electricity, with bath, with i-ndoor

toilet and v¡ith running water. The actual amount of housing

with these amenities was calculated as a percentage using

the total number of housing units in the conmunity as the

base.

rII DTSCUSSION OF FTNDTNGS

The theory, discussed previously raises some pos-

sible expectations for these data" Before presenting the

actual findings of the data, it rnay be helpful to restate
these expectations.

Fr-.om the }{arxist theory, it should be expected that
variables related to the mode of production in the North

would be closely related to each other. The problem with
interpreting these data against l,farxist theoretical- critería
is that there is no clearcut variable which can be said to
be either directly related to the mode of production or a

good proxy for one. The transportation variable, for example,

in this study, is more a measure of remoteness than it is a

measure of the quantity of goods that leave or come to the

remote communities. From a }larxist perspective, one should

expect to find rel-ative stabitity, across time, in indicaLors

relating to employment with the region. However, since the

North is, in },farxist terms, a precapitalist economy and. since
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a true historical series of employment-related data is not

availabre, only a weak and partial test of the varidity of the

irlarxist analysis could be carried out.

Another theory which is called "the colonial model"

raises the expectation that with more financing to the under-

developed region, the region's economy will improve. Elements

of this theory are reflected, not so much in the views of
any one particular development theorist¡ âs in the actions of

f ederal, provincial and territorial g-overnments r.¿ho continue

to make substantial financial investrnents in the North often

without apparent regard for the actions of other level-s of

government. From this model, one might expect that there

perhaps would be a high Ievel of amenities, such as housing,

with a correspondingly lov¡ level of employment and high level

of welfare dependency. A high 1evel of accidents and mental

disorders, signalling a high leve1 of frustration, rnight well

be a part of the colonial model. As data on some of the in-

dicators that correspond with this theory, such as the ameni-

ties, housing sewage and water supply and the employment

related vari-ables, are available, at l-east a partial test of

this theoretical perspective is possible.

From the views of Hugh Brody, one might expect that

no demonstratable relationship betv¡een proxies for develop-

rnent and proxies for health can be shov¡n. Brody suggests that

large scale industrial development can occur alongside and in-

dependently of any interaction rvith smal1 traditional communi-
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ties. Brody hints at there being a time lag which must occur

before the presence of this industrial development begins to
have an observable effect on the adjacent traditional communi-

ties. unfortunately, there are, to date, few examples of thj_s

large scale industrial deveropment occuring alongsid.e of
traditional communities. The length of the time lag is not
known and the theory cannot be properly tested..

Scott's staples theory cannot be tested because

native people tend not to participate in the staple industries,
data on migration into and. out of the northern reg,ion are

sparse, and because measures of government intervention are

not available.

Philliprs notion that the economic structure of each

of canadars regions is thoroughly ingrained within the region
and not easily amenable to change cannot be tested v¡ith the

available data because they do not include measures of the

economic structure of other regions and because they do not

incl-ude a measure of attempts made to alter the structure of
the northern region.

One expectation for the health variables that arises

out of the rvork of Gladys conley is that, because the effects
of health are so diffuse and because good health or itl health

affects everyone differently, in a relatively sma11 sample,

differences between rates of illness in several diagnostic

categories v¡ould be difficult to discern and likely quite

minimal.
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The views of Vicente Navarro, strongly suggest that
the forces that create and sustain underdevelopment, sustain

the unclerdeveloped region in poor hearth. Navarro cornpares

the maldistributi-on of economic resources in Latin America

to the maldistribution of health resources, concluding that
the maldistribution of economic and health resources is the

same. Only the order of magnitude of the maldistribution may

be different. While the view seems reasonable when consid.ered

in the light of the data presented in Chapter III, there are

no further data with which to test Lhis viev¡ more completely.

An atheoretical view of what expectations are raised

of the health data emerges from the data presented in Chapter

Iff . Rernote northern communit.ies are consistentllz shov¡n in

this chapter to be at a disadvantage when compared to northern

industrial centres and to l^linnipeg ín terms of a¡nenities like

housing and water supply. These amenities and others create

the environmental conditions thaL are heavily implicated in

infectious diseases. The expectation is that where environ-

mental conditions are poor, all infectious diseases will be

closely related to each other.

Vlhen the theoretical perspectives and available data

were considered. together, the most reasonable manner in which

to test the data against the theory ernerged. As a first

step, because the available development d.ata precede health

data in time, the development variables were taken to be the

independent variables. Correlations arnong the development
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variables for each of three years were examined to see how

strongly related they are to each other. Next, the clepen-

dent variables, the health measures, for each of three years

were examined to see how strongly they were related to each

other. A third step was to examine the strength of the

relationships between health and development variables for
the same year, 1976.

The Kendall Tau index of rank order correlation
was computed among the variables. The Kendall rank order

correlation coefficient was used because the data were charac-

terized. by a large number of tied. ranks. circled values are

significant at p less than .05 (two-tail).

The two-tail test of significance tvas used through-

out this analysís because the data were not strong enough

to provide a measure of direction and because the theories

themselves which relate to health and development are

ambiguous.

The decisions to test non-directionally, to have a

significance level of .05, and to use Kendallts Tau make

the analysis a more conservative one than would have been

the case if a one-tail test had been used, the significance
level had been lower¡ or if a different correlational analy-

sis statistic such as Spearmanrs or Pearson's rho had been

used.

Intercorrelations for i..97 4 development variables

are qtiven in Table XII.
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The highest correlations are those between the

presence of housing with baths and with running water (.69)

and between the presence of housing lvith toilets and with
running water (.60). This finding would suggest that where

there is a water supply system sufficient for running water,

an indoor toilet and bath are likely to be included in the

svstemts capacity.

The strong correlations between the communications

variable and community services (.65), transportation and

community services ("Sa¡, transportation and recreation
facilities (.47), transportation and organized activities
(.47) can possibly be explained by reasoning that the presence

of one amenity, like an all-weather road or telephone con-

nection to outside the communitlz, has a spin-off effect on

the rate at which other amenities or infrastructure will be

obtained. For example, one may reason that it is a great

deal easier to make the views of a remote community known if
representatives of the communitlz can attend the necessary

forums to do just that.
None of the theories previously discussed mention

representation as a factor in underdevelopment. The views

of Gundar Franck perhaps come closest to considering it. one

may extrapolate from Franckr s theory that one of the factors

that helps sustain the exploitation of the satellite com-

munities is its dj-stance from the 'capitalist centre r . If
they were less remote, one might speculate that their popu-
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lations might be less willing to compry with the practices
that. sustain their underdevelopment.

Corollary to thaL is the possibility that the

addítion of such infrastructure as roadsr or cornmunications

networks may be one factor which forces the community to begin

to set other priorities. For example, if post secondary edu-

cation is an important local issue and the community can orga-

nize a committee to address it, the members of that committee

as wel-l as the rest of the community to whom thelz expose their
ideas, may be encouraged to partake in other committees that
spring up to address other related issues.

Againr ês with representation, apart. from l4alenbaum,

liLtle attention is paid by development theorists to the fac-

tors of motivation and. indigenous leadership. Despite the

lack of a theoretical perspective, government officials rvho

work with these communities suggest that where the community

can organize itself to address one issue, the chances are

good that they can and wil-I do the same with other issues.

It is harder to speculate on an explanation for the

four negative correlations between employment related

variables and those development variabl-es related to amenities

or inf rastructure: cortrmunícations with permanent v¡elfare

(-.SA¡ , community services with permanent v¡elfare (-.41),

transportation with seasonal employment (-.50), and recreation

and seasonal employment (-.39). One possible hypothesis is
that the greater the extent of j-ndusLrtalization, the lower
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will be the degree of welfare dependency. rndustrialization,
at least in the conventional market sense, should bring jobs

and employment stability to the community. If the industriali-
zation process j-s government-led.¡ âs it often is in the North,

then one might expect to find a negative relationship between

amenities or infrastructure and seasonal employment or wel-
fare measures for only the length of the governmentts employ-

ment creation programs. The positive relationships between

sewagfe and permanent employment (.44) and between recreation
and permanent employment (.42) would support this line of
reasoning.

The structure of the :-.975 development variables,
Tab1e XIIf , is somewhat dif f erent from that shor.¡n for Ig7 4.

As ín L974, strong correlations occur between the variables
t presence of toilets ! and ¡ presence of ru:',ning water' ( " SO ) .

Unlike the findings for L974, the developrnent variables

which relate to infrastructure or amenities show much weaker

relationships to each other. Indeed, the only significant
correlation is that between transportation and community

services (.42).

Apart from the strong negative correlations shown

between the com¡nunications variable and the variable permanent

welfare (-.SS), which was also seen in 1974, (-.58), there

are no other negative relationships. Just as for L97 4, the

ernployment variable Iabell-ed permanent employment shows a

significant and in the case of the l-975 data, a stronger
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correlation to the variable laberled recreation (.56). The

other significant correlalions in labl.e XII occur betv¡een all
of the housing variabless housing with electricity, bath,
toilet and running water, and the variables dealing v,zith

communications, community services and. organized activities.
since the rrrf is the same, albeit Iorv, for most cases, it is
difficult to explain why these significant correlations appear

in this year's data and not in the previous year's as wel1.

The highest correlation in the table, that betv¡een

seasonal employment and the presence of toilets in housing

(.87) may well be spurious as it is based. on an ,rn', of only

six.

TqÞIe XIV gives the intercorrelation matrix for
development variables for r976. predictably, the highest

correlatj-ons are for the presence of bath and the presence of
running water (.93), the presence of running water and the

presence of toilets (.7g) and the presence of toilets and

the presence of baths in housing (.71).

Unlike the findings for 1975, but like the findings
for 1974, the development variables which relate to infras-
tructure or ar¿enities shorv strong relationships to each other.
Just as for the 1975 data, there is a significant correlation
between the transportation and community services variables
(.sl) and in r976, this correlation is stronger than for 1975.

The other significant correlations among the variables
that relate to amenities or infrastructure are as foll-ows:
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communications and se\,vage (.47), cornmunications and community

services (.34), community services and recreation (-Sa¡ and

recreation and organized activities (.34).

Just as for 1974, and L975 the variables recreation
and permanent employment are positively correlated (.ql).

For the first tirne in the three year series, two employment

related variabres show a positive correlation (seasonar em-

ployment and permanent welfare .44). The association makes

sense from the perspective that many people who are seasonally

employedr âs fishermen or trappers, earn incomes below the

poverty lines and so are permanently on welfare. The cor-

relation between seasonal welfare and organized activities
(.51) is difficult to explain. As it. is based on an'nrl of
nine, it too may well be spuri-ous.

The only other two significant correlations in L976,

that between communications and the presence of toilets (.69)

and permanent welfare and the presence of housing with elec-

tricity (-.51) are inconsistent with findings from at least
one of the previous tv¡o year¡s data and are therefore diffi-
cult to explain. The fact that they vrere derived from small
rrnrrs, eight and ten, suggests that they may be spurious.

In addition to the data l-imitations already acknow-

ledged, the apparent lack of internal consistency among

development variables (with the exception of strong correla-
tions in each of three years among the variables for bath,

toil-et and running water) could be explained by two other
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poss j-bil-ities. Although it may reasonably have been assumed

that development variables would show stronger relationships
to each other, the proxies for development that are being

used in this study may simply be too far removed from "hard"
development variables to reflect this cohesiveness. To the

extent that industrialization is largely government-led,

these communities have tended to receive short-term "make-

h/ork" grants from such giovernment programs as canada Loca1

Employment Assistance Program (LEAP), Manitoba Specíal

Native Northern Employment Prograrn (SNNEP), the Canada-

Manitoba Special ARDA Program, the Canada I^Iorks and young

Canada T¡iorks Programs. Thus, their scores on the development

variables, particularly those related to employment, may vary

consíderably from year to year depending on whether their
conrmunity has received a grant 

"

Tab1e XV gives the intercorrelations among hospitali-
zation variables for I975. Five of the ten variables correlate
signifícantly with the variable labelled "total" which is
defined as the overall rate of hospitalizations. The cor-

relations for four of these five variables are the highest to
be found in this table. These correlations suggest that not

all of the components which make up the variable "total" are

equally related to it. It would appear that a large portion

of illness requiring hospitalization stem frorn cond.itions

included in the diagnostic categories infectious parasitic
diseases, mental disorders, respiratory diseases, ilI-defj_ned
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conditions and accidents. One can foreshadow that the re-

sults of the intercorrelations between health and develop-

ment variables will explain the significant correlat.ions

between infectious parasitic diseases and respiratory iflness

(.Zl), skin and sub-cutaneous diseases (.38), and ill-defined

conditions (.35) as being related. to environmental conditions"

Poor housing, poor water suppiy, inadequate selvage systems

and crowded conditions could all contribute to the conditions

mentioned above.

The significant correlations between mental disorders

and ill-defined conditions and mental disorders and total

hospitalizaLions might be explained by the fact that alcohol-

related illness is includ.ed under the diagnostic category

"mental d.isord.ers". !'Iith widespread alcohol rel-ated problems

throughout most of the northern communities, there are no

facilities to treat alcohol related problems and many pati-

ents are referred to hospitals for treatment.

One speculation as to the meaning of the relationship

between mental disorders and i1l-deiined conditions is that,

because of the speed and dynamisrn with which change is occur-

ring in the North, the impact that these changes have on

physical ancl emotional health is not completely known- Occa-

siona1ly, less well-knov¿n conditions begin to occur with

greater frequency. Examples of such conditions are fetal

al-cohol syndrome in newborns and lead poísoning in lzoung

children and adolescents. Until these conditi-ons are better
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understood and recognized by those doing referrals and hospi-
tal intake, they may be recorded as ei-ther irr-defined con-

ditions or mental disorders.

The effects of the smalr 'r1rr are quite apparent in
this table because, all other things being equal, by increa-
sing the rrrlrt by four or nore, there would be at least four
more significant correlations.

Taþ-19 åVI gives the intercorrelations amongi morbidity
variables for 1976. As with the hospitalization data for Lg7S,

strong correlations are found between variables that might be

affected by environmental conditions. Specifically, the

correlations are upper respiratory infections and gastro-

intestinal infections (.0:), gastrointestinal infections and

psychiatric illness ("54), psychiatric illness and upper

respiratory j-nfections (.SZ¡, accidents and upper respiratory
infections (.41), hospitalizations and psychj-atric disorders
(.41), psychiatric disorders and accidents (.39), One possible

explanation for the correlation between psychiatric disorders

and all- other conditions is that the feelings of alienation,
anomie and depression are widespread throughout the remote

North. Although none of the theories discussed earlier deal

with symptoms of psychological dislocation explicitly, some

theorists such as Loxley and Vüatkins do mention alienation of
the population in underdeveloped areas in their lvorks. As

well, the native organizatíons frequently make reference in
their appeals to government to having their culture destroyed
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and to feeling as if they \¡/ere somewhere betv¡een a new and

an old world. The testimonies of native people to the Berger

Commission are probably the most dramatic proof of the per-

vasiveness of these feelings in the native populatiorr.66

With morbidity data being divided into three age

groupings, it rvas possible to look at the correlations be-

tween the disease specJ-fic variables and the morbidity

variables grouped by ages. The highest correlations were

found between accidents and adol-escent morbidity (.53) and

between adul-t morbidity and accidents (.61). Early chil-dhood

morbidity correlated (.54) with adult morbid.ity. Adolescent

morbidity correlated (,56) with adult morbidity.

The finding that early childhood morbidity is sig-

nificantly correlated with upper respiratory infections (.47),

gastrointestinal infections (.47) and with accidents (.41)

might lend. some support to the notion that infants who do not

enjoy good health tend to illness throughout childhood and

adulthood. The fact that significant correlations occur be-

tween the variables for adolescent morbidity and upper res-

piratory illness (.39) and between adult morbidity and upper

respiratory illness (.SZ) and gastrointestinal illness (.44)

is added evidence-

Table XVII gives ghe intercorrelations among hospital-

ization variables for I977. As with the hospitalization data

for I975, five of the ten variables correlate significantly

with the variable labellecl "total". The correlations between
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t.hese five variables and the variable "total" are among the

highest to be found in the tabre. This finding woulcl rend

support to the suggestion made earrier that a large proportion
of illness requiring hospitalization stems from cond.itions

included in the diagnostic categories infectious parasitic
diseases, mental disorders, respiratory diseases, irl-defined
conditions and accidents. That many of these conditions are

products of environmentar conditions is further supported by

the significant correlations found between infectious para-

sitic diseases and nervous system diseases, one of which is
otitis mediar ân infection of the inner ear to which northern

native children seem particurarly susceptible (.¿r), and be-

tween infectious parasitic diseases and respiratory diseases

(.4s ) .

As t'/ith the d.ata for 1975 and 1976, the variable

"accidents" correlates significantry with several other

variables, mental dÍsorders (.45), respiratory cliseases (.45),

obstetrical (.42), and iII-defined conditions (.37). This

may be because the population as a whole is less safety con-

scious, there is inadequate fire-fighting equipment available
in most northern remote communities, people are unavzare of
the dangers of new eguipment such as guns, skidoos, motor

boats and other power equipment or because the people who

drink heavily in these communities are unaware of or unwilling
to admit the impact their drinking has on their judgement.

Ivith limited. recreationar facilities available throughout
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the North, some feel that a certai n degree of pent-up anger

and frustration is released in violent behavior which often

results in accidents.

TaÞ1.e_XVIII gives the correlations between morbidity

data and development data for L976, The predictions that
morbidity as a health measure and development variabl-e would

be correlated are weakly supported.

Significant correlations tvere found in five out of
1r2 combinations or only about five percent of possible vari-
able pairs. Sewage systemsr âs could be expected, vTere

significantly associated with late childhood morbidity (.SS¡

and with morbidity from infections, upper respiratory (.50),

gastrointestinal (.50). Level of org'anized activities was

associated with adult morbidity (.39) and upper respiratory
morbidity (.43).

However, these correlations must be interpreted. with

caution since a small number of significant correlations
are to be expected by chance in a set of correlations of this
size -

IV SU}4T4ARY

Of three sets of correlations (health v¿ith health

variables, development with development variables, and health

with development variables), only the health with health

variables show consistently strong intercorrelations. fn

addj-tion to the possible explanations raised throughout this
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TABLE XVIIT
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chapter, there are other possibilities to consider as to why

the findings of this analysis are not more conclusive. one

possible explanation for some of the implausible find.ings,

such as that of a correlation of .87 between seasonal emproy-

ment and the presence of toilets in housing, ís that the

measures that are being used are just too far removed fron
that which we are trying to assess and are therefore too

inaccurate to be of real value. An additionar explanation

is that a time lag must elapse before a relatÍonship between

health and development can be shov¡n and that time lag is
longer than the period for which data are currently avaj-labl 

".67
Alternately, it is possible that improvements in health will
tend to precede development. As there are very lirnited
health data similar to those used in this study for early
period.s, this proposition, too, cannot be tested not^/. Yet

another explanation is that the centrality of health relative
to development can be called into question. One health

theorist, Dr. Peter Ruderman, did suggest that, except in
special circumstances, such as in a highly rnalarious zone

where industry is very labour intensive, the effect of health

on development is very marginal and almost impossible to mea-

sure. A further possibility, v¡hich again cannot be properly

assessed with the data currently available, is that health

status might have a greater irnpact at various stages of

development. For exanple, the impact of poor health on

workers in a traditional hunting and gathering society is
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r$uch harder to calculate and ascribe a level of importance

than is the impact of poor health on workers in an industrial
setting. As native workers have only within the last
decade begun to move into northern industrial settings, such

as mines, forestry complexes or hydro-electrical developments,

this proposi-tion too, is difficult to assess. Gladys conley

suggests that the effects of health, irrespective of the
stage of development of the society, are so diffused that
they cannot be measured in their own right and certainly not
in response to specific economic interventions. one final
possibility, suggested by victor sider, is that health and

development. are both advanced when there is some consi_stency

in government objectives and when people feel that their
interests are refrected in those objectives. Different ap-

proaches to northern development have been taken by the same

political party which has formed the federal government for
the majority of the last 16 years and by different political
parties which have formed the l4anitoba government over that
same period of time. Thusrit would seem reasonable that
either the Manitoba native population does not know well
enough what are the governnentsr objectives and therefore
cannot feel a part of those aspirations or alternately, that
they feel that they understand them all too well- and do not

agree or wish to promote them.
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64" The eighteen communities with their populations are:
1. Berens River (825)
2. Bloodvein (457 )
3. Cross Lake (2022)
4. Easterville (Chemahawin) (430)
5. God's Lake Narrows (1045)
6. Grand Rapids (322)
7 . itÍoose Lake (318 )
8. Nelson House (1804)
9. Norway House (2334)
10. Oxford House (994)
11. Paungassi (Litt.le Grand Rapids) (Bf4)
12. Peguis (2007)
13. Poplar River (505)
74. Pukatawagan (Mathias Colomb) (1111)
15. Red Sucker Lake (325)
16. Shammattawa (556)
L7. Split Lake (1089)
18. Tadoule Lake (Churchitl_ Band) (373 )

Soderstrom, Lee, The Canaqta.n: ge,al.th gys! , Croom
Helrn, London, 1978:-=-
9,Iatkins, Ibid,
An attempt was made to construct a three year time-serieswith the available data.

ïn support of the proposition that development precedes
health, correlations between r97 4 development variables
and I976 morbidity variables Table XfX and I97S develop-
ment variables and L976 morbiãTE!-vã?Iables Table XX
each show f ive signif icant correlations, the-Eãñe-ffini-
ber as appear in Table XVITI. Again, however, the "rrls"for some of the correlaETõñE are very low and so it. is
difficult to assess fuIly the implications of these
correlations.

The significant correlations in both of these tables
between hospitalizations and. se\^rage (Table XIX,
Tabl.e XX) might mean that the greater-Efiõ*Eewage options,
the l-ess will be the hospitalizations for conditions
arising out of poor sanitation.
The significant correlations that occur between organized
activities and adult morbidity and betiveen organized
activities and upper respiratory infections and between
adult morbidity and permanent employment in each of the
two sets of intercorrelations are someivhat more diffi-
cult to explain. They would appear to mean that with
more employment and organized activities, there is the
likelihood of a corresponding rise in adult morbidity

6s.

66.

67.
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and in particular, upper respiratory infections. oneexplanation might be that, because of the generallypoor level of health in the adurt population, v¡hen theydo go to work, the extra effort that their employmentextracts from them predisposes them to more ittnèss.
As a good deal of work in the tJorth is d.one outdoors
and as the housing conditions tend to be poor, thepossibility that illness in the workíng age population
manifests itself in upper respiratory infectio-ns shouldbe reasonable.

If the notion that development precedes health iscorrect and if there is a lag in time before the effectsof development are manifesLed in changes in health, thenit should be the case that correrations between healthvariables, that preceded in time, development variables
would. be weaker. A check to test for this was carriedout.

Table xxr shows 7975 hospitalization variables inter-
correGEe¿ with rg76 development variables. The resultsof this intercorrelational analysis confounds the findingsfurther. liine significant corrãrations were found andthere appear to be no discernable pattern for how thesecorrelations relate to those in Tables XfX and XX.
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CHAPTER V

suM¡.tARY, CONCLUSTONS
AND POLICY RAMIFICATIONS

In the concluding section of this investigation
of the relationship between health and economic development

in northern l4anitoba, the main perceptions that have emerged

will be drawn together.

The reason for the investigation is that the l.Torth

is increasingly becoming of central interest to Canadians.

Speci-fically, the public is interested in the North for
three reasons: because of its energy potential, because it
stirs up major questi.ons about the ownership of Canadian

resources and because of the growing strength of the native

movement which is trying to focus attention on native land

claims. A recent Financial Post Special Report calls the

North "tomorrowts treasure chest, a hedge against an un-

certain future".68 Although there is substantial financial

investment going into the northern development, and sub-

stantial attention being paid to iL, there is liLtle consen-

sus among Canadians as to what kind of economj-c interventions

will create and sustain meaningful development from which

all Canadians can benefit

Chapter II of this study looked at health litera-

ture, literature on the experiences of the Third World and

literature on Canadian regional development. IVhile the
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J-i-terature review brought forward a number of important

facets of development, a major threme in this chapter of the

study has been the inadequacy of present day theory to
address this problem. I-{uch of the literature on the Third

ItTorld , f or example, examines the poverty conditions in whole

nations or groups of nations which tend to have unstable

governments. This literature has the advantage of having

been developed from observations of a reasonable duration,

but has the disadvantage of being written in a context far
different front that of northern Canada.

The health literature is helpful in assessing just

hov¡ diffuse are the effects of good health. However a major

limitation in the health literature is that many health

economists tend to look at health and health costs only

frorn the perspective of losses in producti-vity. This pers-

pective is not particularly useful- when investigating a

populati-on v¡hich is not totally part of a \^¡age economy.

The reviev¡ of Canadian literature has shown Canadian

thinking on development to be embryonj-c and fragmented. There

is a clear lack of consensus arnong Canadian theorists as to
hov¡ best to effect development and as to v¡hat factors con-

tribute to development. On1y. Brody's and Loxley's views

make reference to the possible relationship betv¡een social
or health factors and econornic ones- Vlhile the present study

does not provi-de a complete survey of all views on develop-

ment and health, it does demonstrate that detailed applied
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theory in the field is very limited.

rn chapter rrr, the socio-economic circumstances of
the re¡note northern Manitoba population \,vere cornpared to
those of northern Manitobans living in northern industrial
centres and to those living in ivinnipeg. The socio-economic

indicators included population characteristics, labour force,
income, vocational preparation, maternal and chird hearth,

nutrition, housing and sewage and water supply. Data on each

of these indicators consistently showed the remote northern

resident to be at a disadvanLage compared to the resident of
either the northern industrial centres or of Winnipeg. A1-

though there are a variety of theoretical perspectives sug-

gesLed in Chapter II as to why these cj_rcumstances occur,

the fact that they occur confirms remote northern communi-

ties as part of an underdeveloped region.

In Chapter IV, an atternpt was made to analyze

certain data which relate specifically to heatth and economic

development in northern }fanitoba. A conservative analysis of
the data suggested that at least a weak positive relationship
can be shown between these variables. However, the findings

of the analysis must be considered to be inconclusive because

of the relative weakness of the data themselves which made it
impossible to test properly anv of the theoretical perspec-

tives discussed earlier in the paper.

The original hypothesis has been neither proved nor

disproved. V'ihat has been proven is that the whole question
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of there being a relationship between health ancl development

has been given limited attention. However, governments clear-
1y have been developing northern priorities and programs for
some twenty years, despite limited research on all facets of
northern development and Lhey are not rikery to stop while
this particular question is put to more rigorous testing.
Despíte the lack of clarity in the findings of chapter rv,
the policlz ramifications of the hypothesis should be ex-
plored.

rn order to discuss the policy ramifications, a look
at the milieu in which northern development policy formula-
tion to date has taken place would be helpful. unfortunately,

&

a good dear of policy formulation takes place in settings
to which the general public does not have access, such as

"cabinet" meetings. However, it is known that within the

last twenty years, the t4anitoba gfovêrnment, occasionally ín
concert with the federal government, received a variety of
commissions, hearings and reports on one facet of northern
development or another. A brief examination of the purposes

and findings of these commissions t hearings and reports may

herp to clarify what is the real policy-making milieu in
which the question of a relationship betv¡een health and

development wj-1I be pondered.

one of the first such reports was eniitled The r95B

Economic survey of Northern l.{anitob..69 The prirnary purpose

of the studlz was to provide an objective analysis of the
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regionrs development prospects. The report recommended

appropriate government action, particurarly in natural re-
source development and outlined opportuníties for private
investment.

The Lagasse Report (1959) was the first major

detailed study of the natíve population of ¡.(anitoba.70 The

two central themes of this report were that the rndians and

Metis have a lower standard of living than that which is
acceptable to the rest of the Canad.ian popuJ.ation and that a

new approach must be usecl to solve their problems and prevent

the number of unintegrated Indíans and l4etis from increasing

indefinitely "

The Committee on }Íanitobars Economic Future, which

v/as establíshed to carry out an impartial analysis of the

Provincers growth potential frorn l-962 to L975, explored the

social and economic problems of Native Manitoba people, and

concluded as foIIows.71 Indians and }4etis have a major con-

Èributj-on to make to the economy if they are integrated as

productive members of the labour force. The level of social

and economj-c integration of these people is very low and

sho!'/s little improvement after almost 100 years of special

administration. The levels of living and per capita earned

incomes are little more than one-tenth of the rest of the

Province. Rapidly increasing numbers make them more and more

reliant upon welfare payments to support their present low

subsistence leve1 of livingr.
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In 1962, Jamieson and Hawthorn prepared a report

f ar the Committee on l4anitoba's Economic Future or COI{EF en-

titled "The Role of Native People in rndustrial Development

in }Jorthern t4anitoba, rgio-ls".'7 2 orre of the key issues that
emerged from their research ís that natives are deriving
little benefit from northern development and that the develo-

ping northern industrial system seems unable to absorb

natives into ít. Their recommendations called for measures

to encourage and condition natives to migrate to industrial
centres.

A Conference on irlanpower Training was held in
vüinnipeg on september 30, Lgæ.73 The purpose of the conference

was to advance the economic and social well-being of Manitobans.

This Conference identified lndians and }4etis as a group that
hacl special education and training needs, and concluded that
the needs of the Metis and fndian are so unisue that they

require the development of special prog'raris.

References to the tTorth in the Report of the l4an-

itoba Royal Commission on Local Government Organization and

Finance (-964) are very f"*.74 However, it does refer to the

establishment of the northern health services section of the

Department of Hea1th, whose purpose it was to creaLe greater

interest in the importance of good health.

In 1966, the federal and provincial governments

recommended the Commission of Inquiry into Freshwater Fish

Marketing to study the marketing problems of the freshrvater
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The Commission points out that many fisher-
men are able to supplement their low fishing incomes.

However, there are many freshwater fishermen v¡ho cannot. and

thus live at subsistence leve1. The failure of the fresh-
water fishery to support the fishermen adequately is associated.

with Metis and rndians as their participation in commercial

fishing increases.

Legislation was introduced in the t{anj-toba LegÍsla-
tive Assembly in 1966 to establish a Commissioner of Northern

Affairs.T6 The responsibility of the commissioner, a cabinet
Minister, \¡zas to head a network of local government adminis-

trators in the Manitoba North. The Commissioner of Northern

Affairs established 1ocal advisory committees and they had

no financial resources or formal powers.

However, political pressure grew at the community

level for more responsible local democratic aovernment.

Thís pressure came from Band councils on Reserves, and frorn

a population aware of the existence of the system of 1oca1

government in the south.

In I970r ân Amended Northern Affairs Act gave more

authority to local community Advisory Committees.

In June, I974, the new Northern Affairs Act came

into effect; This Act allowed for a Department of Northern

Affairs with a Minister, the successor of the Commissioner

of }trorthern Affairs. The t4inister would be responsible for
the coordi-nation of government activities in northern lrlanitoba.
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The northern cornmunities which opted for an incorporated

council could do so by petitioning the lvlinister for incor-
poration. The effect of incorporation is to make the

incorporated community council a legaI body.

The purpose of the Target for Economic Development

(TED) Report , 1969 , \^/as to determine the roles of private
enterprise, government and other institutions in shaping

Manitobats future.77 The problems of Manitobars native
people \^/ere analyzed thusly in the report:

"fn g'eneral, the Indian and Metis population
represents a less skilled, less mobile group.
Solution of this unemployment problem may
require both training and breaking dolvn lack
of mobility, for it is unrealistic Lo ex-
pect that jobs can simply be created in the
existing environment. Education and training
are first steps in bringing into the labour
force those willing to accept regular em-
ployment. "

In 1967 the Conservative giovernment appoínted a

commission to be knorvn as "The Northern Transportation

Commission". TB The Commission recoÍrmended a "plan for
NorLhern Regional Development" based on the establishment

of federal-provincial policies applicable to all regions of

northern Canada. The report states that "a national trans-
portation policy d.esigned to meet. the particular requirements

of the canadian North is critical to its development and to
its integration into the national economy".

The Department of Regional Flconomic Expansion \^ras

created in 1969. In 1970, The Pas was established as a

Special Area, largely to assist the economic and social
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adj ustment.

subsequent to the establishment of The pas special
Area, the Federal-Provincial Joint planning committee was

created.

ÞIhile ttanitoba r,\ras prepared to come together with
DREE under the Joint Planning committee, the province was

also concerned with hov¡ northern development priorities would

be handled. In 1970, the Planning Secretariat of the Planning

and Priorities committee of cabinet undertook a policy and

Program Review for systematically analyzing and. integrating
northern prograrnming between various government departments

and agencies. A Northern !'Iorking Group was assigned the

task of providing the northern dimensíon to the policy and

Program Review process.

I¡Ihile this Northern !üorking Group rvas primarily
set up to provide a research and planni-ng support for a com-

prehensi-ve northern development strategy, it also providecl a

research capacity to the Northern Task Forcer ân inter-party
Legislative committee with outside regional representation

to explore northern problems and recommend. sources of action.

The Northern Task Force was one of the main mechan-

isms for dialogue between the political system and local
northern.r=-79 In March, L970, an interim report from the

citizens of the North to the Manitoba Legislative Assembly

was compiled. by the Northern Task Force. The Task Force

visited 4L northern l{anitoba communiLies from November , 1969 l
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to Februã.tlr \970, to hear from the people what they sav/ as

their problems and what they suggested might. be done to

solve these problems.

On July 20, L97I, the Canada-I4anitoba Special ARDA

Agreement was sígned" t{ith the signing of this Agreement, a

special mechanism was created to deal with supporting native

econoraic and social development ventures. The Agreement

provided for a Joint special committee between the Province

and the Department of Regional Economic Expansion.

In March I973, having just completed an intensive
program and policy review, l.{anitoba elaborated a planning

franework for Manitoba. The document entitled "Guidelines
for the Seventies" represented the areas of public policy that
the l4anitoba Government wished to see pursued in the future.
In Volume 3 Rs:-gio.n.a1- P.er.spect.iv,es, the issue of northern

development r,vas extensively discussed. Two ma jor options

$/ere promoted. They \,lrere transportation and communication

linkages from remote communities and programs to ease social
adjustrnent for natives

n April, I973, the Department of Regional Economic

Expansion prepared a series of papers on economic circum-

stances and opportunities. The then }finister, Don Jamieson,

spoke of them to the Standing Committee on Regional Develop-

ment of the llouse of Commons. A significant paper in that
series was the report titl-ed "Inlestern Northlands" Economic

Círcunrstances ancl Opportunities, April , I973. Pursuant to the
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presentation of these papers, approval was granted to DREE to
negotiate a northern development agreement with the Province

of l{anitoba. An rnterim Agreement was signed on June 4, L974.

A fíve-year agreement was signed in I976.

Although this brief presentation has undoubtedly

overlooked some important input into the northern develop-

ment process, such as the Hydro diversion hearing's, the

examples v¡hich have been cited do suggest a somewhat prag-

matic approach to northern development policy forrnulation.

In these few examples alone, a divergence of views

is quite evident on what is the situation of native people,

why it is that way, what role natives should play in the

future development of the lJorth and how best giovernment can

meet both its needs and its obligrations to the native people.

This divergence of views on northern development predictably

has lead and continues to lead to a divergence in policy

orientation and programs among leve1s of governnent who pro-

gram in the Ì.Iorth. Due to the fiscal crj-sis of the State,

governments have seemingly arrived. at their policies from

what the theorists might descrÍbe as an atheoretical pers-

pective and have seemingly been content to or been forced to
live with their ambiguities and inconsistencies. Therefore,

if studies such as this one, are to have any impact whatso-

ever on future policy directions, the most successful route

Iikely will be if it is raised in a fiscal context by native

people themselves. In doing this, native leaders place into
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confrontation the reality of how policy is made with the

implications of an hypothesis which has not been proven and

for which data, in the short run, do not exist to prove it..

In foreshadowing what future research might show,

native leaders in ir{anitoba today, in concert with native

leaders throughout the count.y, are calling for the approach

of provincial and federal policy towards natives to be re-

designed. They are asking for governments to naintain a

generous enabling posture while beginning to transfer res-

ponsibility and to grant autonmv, insofar as it is feasible,

to the native communities and. organizations. If native

leaders are successful in their demands they will have an

opportunity to better test the hypothesis long before

government j-s likely to do it.

The fact that the findinqs of this study are un-

1iekl1r to be reflected in government po1ícy in the short run

does not mean that the research has not rnade a contribution

to Canadian political science.

This research, because of its very limitations'

suggests a line of thinking for more extensive research.

A means by which more carefully defined health and develop-

ment variables can be recorded over a longer span of time

needs to be found. Health indicators are particularly useful

indicators to approximate whether the rveIl-being of a com-

munity has improved or worSened. Health indicators reflect

on the composite of people's life situations including their
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personal and social relationships, their material well-being
and their sense of satisfaction v¡ith their lives and work.

Health indicators aIlow one to measure how changes in a

community such as changes to its economy, are affecting the

community as a whole. If the impact of these changes can

be approxirnated, in part, through health ind,icators for one

comrnunity, the approximations may have some predictive value

for other sj-milar communitíes about to experience the same

sort of change.

Another contributj-on that this study has made to
canadian politicar science is that it has arnassed and pre-

sented consi-derable data on northern Manitoba socio-economic

circumstances. Although northern development has captured

the publicrs attention, it has not captured the attention of
sufficient numbers of scholars and. bureaucrats who wish to
document the changes that are occurring so rapidly. Theory,

after all, is supposed Lo emerge fro¡n that which is observed

over and over again. I¡Iithout more information being available
to future schorars of the North, a theoretical perspective

that more correctly fits the northern Manitoba situation is
unlikely to emerge.
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AL COUITCTL)

S. C. T. C. (S!./AMPY CREE TRIBAL COUNCIL)

Shoal River
The Pas
Moose Lake

wE.sT. REG.I*ON. TRIBAL COUIJCTL

Crane River
Gambler
Rolling River
Waterhen

Swan Lake
Sandy Bay
long Plain
Oak Lake Sioux

SOUTHT.]E.ST 
-REG-ION TRIBAL COUNCIL

Sioux Valley
Valley River

KEEIVAT:I_N TRrBâL. COIJN.C rL

Norway House
God's Lake
Churchi 11
God I s River
Shamattar'¿a
York Factory
Fox Lake

I4athias Colomb
Chemawawin
Grand Rapids

Ebb E¿ Flow
Pine Creek
Val1ey Rj-ver
Waywayseecappo

Fairford
Pegui-s

Little Grand Rapids
Hollow I'üater
Brokenhead
Buffalo Point

Dakota Tipi

Cross Lake
Barren Lands
Oxford House
Nefson House
Split Lake
Northlands

Roseau River
Birdtail Sioux
Dakota Plains

ÏNTERLAKE RESERVE DEVELOPMET,IT COUNCTL

Little Saskatchelran
Lake Inianitoba
Dauphin River

SOUTHEAST RESERVE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

Poplar River
Bloodvein
Fort Alexander
Berens River
Little Black River
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APPDNDTX IV

]"976 W\IITTOÍJA IIEÀLTII SüRVTCSS CO¡4¡4TSSION REPORÎ OI'¡ MORBIDITY
BY INDIÀN BAND, ÀGII ÀND DIÀGNOSTIC CÀTÊGORY

Ilealth Variables

Cornrnuni Ly

llerens River
B l. oodvei n

C¡:()ss L¿ìkc

LÌ¿rs Lr:rvi. l. I o
(Clrenrawaw i¡r )

Gori I s Lake

Gr¿¡nd Râpids
Moose Lake

Ne I son llouse
Norway llouse
Ox t'orc.l f louse
Pauirrgassi
(LiLLle Grancì lìapids)

Pec-¡u i s
Poplar lìiveÌ-
P ul( a t¿rwag a n
(Mathias Colomb)

Ited Sucker Lake
Shanìa t t.atr'ra

SpIit Lâke

'llaclou 1e Lal(e
(Churchill )

Þr
{J
.rl
n3
.Êt

.a
I

I
o

894 - 3

923.0
lr70-B

lo3'1 .2

1571.3
r958.4
1544.4
rr24.2
L7 4L .4
r173.3

r95B .4

IB4s.6
735.5

I031.0

1277.4
1000.s
739.2

l-638 .2

Þr
+J
._t
¡d

-o
h

o
-l

I

'198.2 436.0
600.8 940.8
B't] .2 I201.2

B7fJ.5 14IB.l

1024 " 8 l-444.5
1985.4 2256.6

I412. I 2189 .9
839.3 LII2.2

Ir30.4 1475.1

l0B2.l rL7'1 .4

501 .6 595.9

r715.2 r742.1
l068 .0 1089. s

1163.7 1116. 3

IOL7.6 l330.fi
1rr3.a 892-2
9s1.5 950. 5

t379.'l 1402.3

>rõ
{J t{..1 rlj.iJ 3..{ c.oo
}{
Oo

I
(t
l.{
._l

o.
ln
ot
H
c)
Ê.
Þ¡

o
..1
ll
o
0,

(H

H

þ

o
Ê
o.rl
.tJ
o
0)qf

H

-l
rú
c.rt

I
U¡
0)
.¡J

-.1
o
fr
{J
U}

I73.6
162.5
399.4

213.6

369 .5
210.8
4 r2. 3

310.8
486.2
44I.8

115.8

702.7
128 .1

257 .I

346.5
r27 .9
164. B

415. 4

102. B

111.2
r32 .4

151. 2

222.5
t05.6
206.6
1B 6.4
288.0
I86.5

94.5

279.2
76.5

I7I.3

r,11.0
142.0

69 .2

209.0

ln
{J
â
0,
ø..{
o
o

É
o.¡{
.p

Ord
'.'l N
tr U! .-l
+! -l(d0, rd..r€ Ð
-c tl .-r
(J0 p.
>ì (/) u)
a-.1 0

3t0, 5

370.9
42I.5

497 .B

544.2
705.1
649.0
397 .8

561.0
358.3

200 .1

906.0
265 .3

546.2

364.6
594.3
324.9

647.O

65.0
I04 .0

92.O

47.2

Ì62.1
70.8

r38.1
78.8

I5I.1
138.5

52.7

156.8
75.0

93.5

107. r
144.3
64.0

2L9.9

2r9 .3
284.5
291. B

IB6. O

326.3
2TT.2
434.'0
335.4
290.5
208 .2

255. s

278.0
223.8

358.2

209.2
4 38. B

206.6

431.6

H
(¡)
ul



Ileal-tlì Variables

ÀPPENDIX V

TIOSPI'I'ALIZAI'ION IJîILIZÀT'ION RÀ'INS BY CO¡'IMUI,¡TTY FOIì 1975

Conunun ity
Berens River
tsIoodvein
Cross Lake
Easterville
(Chentavralv i n )

G<.¡d 's Lalce
(lr.rrrcì lìa¡ri<ìs

Moose Lake
Nelson Ilouse
N()r-w¿ty ll()use

Ox.f-ord llorùse

l'auirrgassi-
(I.iLtle Gr¿rnc1 R;rpids)

Pec,¡ui s

l.)opl ar lì j-ver

Pul(a t-ar..ragcirì
(l,laLhias Colornb)

lìecl Sucker Lake

Sha¡oa ttawa
SpliL Lake
'I'adoule Lake
(clrurchill )

IoqE..r o 0J
+l .-l (-¡ .P
..t +J --l Ø ÞaUI 'Êl rl h f{rú lro {rì (nU} O
H (/) .¡J.Q O h g ]J u!rûO 5íJS) O (,)O rú(J
A¡ (/) 7$û .{¡Õ Þ'o l]Ont orú rdg Ot'r -lrú.0) OE 'D {r O > O o](utHo õ O CO lro aa
Ê'A Ê -{ '.{ 0.1 '-l O .rl O ..{r-io 14da ãa zã øâ
L?_.L 2.7
11.B
25.2 I.2

24.5 2.5

37.5 2.1
8.2 4. t

28.5 28.5
34 -'1 3.2
2B .1. 4 .9

.t5.7 1.I

23.8 2.6

13.6 9.1
20.9 2.3

34.4 I.l

20.3 0

16.4 0

lB.4 13.5

0 9. B 39.2 9.8

8.0 16. I 62 "5 t7-9
4.1 16.4 61.5 L6.4
3.2 9.5 50.6 31.6
8.2 13.3 64 .4 I0.7
9.2. tB.4 B3"A 15.7
2.2 .11..2 48.3 II .2

4.0 I'Ì.2 35.8 9.3

15. 3 9.6 41 .0 20.9
4.6 0 32.5 l-3.9

10.0 16.6 61.0 L4.4

37.3 0 s4.2 6.8
10.2 L2.3 55.3 20.5
2.5 t2.3 38.0 19.6

.{c.od
flJ .-l 0)o Oo i4 Êc our..{ (,r)o ..io rJÉ
h O q{..1 C..1
Ð ú (,) 0JÐ 0,É r,
o, rd io.Ft € o õ.{
4 qO I(J '.1a Êõul '-l ø -l ç (J .-l rd {r.a ¡1.-r .r o () o l{ oO <¡)ll HCr 4Þ¡ OÉr

SoLrrce: Mcr¡ì]-tolla IIealth Servi.ces Contmission

4

I
I

49.7 4.0 5.4
47.3 9.5 7.I
58.7 8.8 15.3

31.9 9.8 't.4

67.9 3.6 13.4
20.5 8.2 8.2
69.6 L2.7 3.2
68 .9 t4. s 19.6
55.2 I0. B l_? . B

65.2 4.5 t2.4

5s. 6 10.6 13 - 2

39.0 4.0 20.9
78 .9 4.6 13. 9

63.3 18.9 22.2

54.2 10"2 6.8
6s.6 4 .l l-0. 2

63.'t 7.4 13.5

sB.0 I?.4 11.6 37.7 9s.7 l-1.6 5s.1 8.7 20.3

25.5 197.3
28.4 203.3
35.8 295.9

r7 .2 r.BB "7

50.0 340. 2

32.8 2I3.1
50.6 335.4
43.0 317.8
35.7 34I.8
30.3 225.8

22.5 229.I

31.7 272.8
39.4 276.r

6r. 0 3s0.7

20.3 247.5

51.2 266.4
38 .0 26Ì .0

46 .4 43'Ì .'l

a

H
UJ
o'r



lleal.th Variables

¡\PP[:NDTX VI

TIOSPITALTZATIObI UTTLIZÀTTON RATES BY COMMUNTTY FOR T977

Couunu n i ty
ISerens lìiver
Bloodvei n

Cross L¿rke

Ilàstcrvi-Ile
(clrcnar,vawi n

Cod¡s L¿-il<e

(jra¡rd ltapids
Moose Lake

Nc I so ¡¡ llouse
Noru/ay HoLrse

Oxí.ord llouse
Piruingassi
( r,i. L t le Clra ncl Rapids )

l¡cq t¡ i s
Po¡->lar I'(i.ver
Puli¿l tawacJan
(MuLlii.¿rs Colomb)

l{ed Sucl<cr Lal<e

Slìanra ttawa
SpliL l.ake
Taeloul,e Lake
(Ctrurchi ì-l

IoÉ'io
{J .-t(-)'.r Ð'-lO .rl ¡lrtJ trO u)
lfU¡ li-eO t{
fúo trdo a)
Ao Ztr0 r{rc¡rt o}(lj (,tr.0J oEaJ {roqo rO u! ço
f: .-l C -t -,. O .-tHO Í4fljO Eâ
t2. B

4.3
lB.0

27.0

25.3
30.9
35.7
21 "6
11 .7
12.6

24.O

15.7
tl. 6

47.5

r4.9
31 .3
8.9

56. 3

E
o
.tl
o>-rÉ€ø>r t-{ ru ..1 ol u¡ u)u)ut o o o )1 ÉÉ ø¡orÞ +ro Þo -rl ØO ..1O t:do o õ o .rt o þ o q{.-t É-.1:1d ku) !r0 .¡l ø(/¡ o.tr c,É
O ll ..{ rú u} rú O rd ¡O.-t 't OÞ o Ào 0,) o Ð c 0, I õ .d u)
þ (/l l/) O tt O s¡ ..{ U} rl tr Ct'ãl
O -'l 0J --r .-t.-t .A .:4,-t .-l O (J OZA úÃ Aâ O ø¡A Hc) .{Êr

5.8 4.6
8.6 4.3
3.4 7 .3

6. B 2.3

2.8 B .4

15.4 3. l
l-6.2 6.5
2.1 1.6
4-6 r0.6
r.0 6.8

0 3.6

I .8 11.8
5.8 9.6

7 .0 20.2

00
0 23.1

6.2 2.'7

B .0 2). .4

9.3 32.5
6.5 41.0
5. B 37. 5

1t.3 41 .3

2. B 6I.9
9. 3 37.0

26.0 58.4
13.5 114.7
9.3 46.5
3 - 9 2I. 3

14 .4 25.2

8.3 60-4
7 .7 46.2

tt.4 13.9

l1 . 9 32.1
12.4 90.6
ro.1 24.9

2I .4 50.9

Source: Manitoba llealth Services Comnrissi.on

4.6 s9.2 1_0

17.3 64.8 t5.1
II .2 44.7 9.2

6.8 29.3 6.8

14.1 6B.s .9
3.t 30.9 I2.3

2().0 51.9 13.0
15.7 63.3 7.6
14.8 45.2 4.6
20.4 51 .2 2.9

8.4 sU.B t-0.8

l_5-2 31.4 4.9
9.6 50.1 3.9

20.2 B4.s 17.6

6.0 53. 6 0

5.3 71.0 8.9
19.6 59. 6 9. B

10.7 3?.s 5.4

10.5 15.1

.15.t 34.6
20.4 39.9

4.5 tl.3

2't.2 41.3
o 21 .B

13.0 32.5
17 .9 44 "9
19.4 30.8
18"4 24.2

12.0 38.4

t1..3 29.5
9.6 1.7. 3

43.I 54.6

20.8 8 .9
16.0 76.4
12 .4 24 ,9

2r.4 32.2

oO-r
Crd
õ{J
tlo

181.2
235 .4
246.r

189.2

295.5
228 .4
31r.7
360.4
247 .0
1.90. l-

230.5

248.5
202. 3

452 .':

tBt.5
3?4. B

')')) )

239ì. B

H
UJ{
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APPENDIX VII

HOSPITALTZATION DIAGNOSTIC CATEGORTES
(AS PUBLISHED BY THE

MANITOBA HEALTH SERVICES COI.{PIISSTON)

01 Inf Parasitic Dis

002 Intestinal Inf
003 Tuberculosis
004 Streptococcal
007 Infectious Hepatitis
008 Other Viral Dis
OO9VD
010 Other Infective Dis

03 Endo lrlutrit Metab Dis

042 Thyrotoxícosis
044 Di-abetes l4ellitus
045 Other Endocrine Dis
046 lJutritional Deficiencies
048 Other l4etabol-ic Dis

05 Mental Disorders

052 Alcoholic Psychosis
053 Schizophrenia
054 Affective Psychoses
055 Other Psychoses
056 Neuroses
057 Alcoholis
058 Drug Dependence
059 Nonpsychotic Mental Dis
060 l,{entaI Retardation

06 Nervous System Dis

061 Meningitis & Inf Dis C N S

063 llu1tiple Sclerosis
064 Paralvsis Agitans
065 Epilepsy
066 Other Dis C N S

067 Dis of Nerves and Periph Ganglia
068 Eye Infections
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069 Strabismus
070 Cataract
071- Glaucoma
07 2 Other Dis of Elze
073 Otitis Media
074 Mastoiditis
075 Other Dis - Ear and Mastoid
076 Active Rheumatic Fever
078 Hypertensive Disease

08 Respíratory Dis

092AcuteURI
093 Influenza
094 Pneumonia
095 Bronchitis & Emphysema
096 Asthma
09THypertrophyT&A
O99DNS
100 Other Dis O R T
101 Emphysema & Abscess of Lung

09 Digestive Dis

I04 Dis of Teeth
105 Other Oral Dis
I07 Ulcer Peptic
108 Gastritis - Duodenitis
109 Other Dis of Upner c f Tract
110 Appendicitis
111 Hernia - No Obstruction
113 Intestinal Obstruction
114 Chronic Enteritis & Colitis
115 Other Intestinal Diseases
116 Cirrhosis of Liver
lL7 Other Hepatic Disease
118 Cholelithiasi-s
119 Cholecystitis & Cholangitis
l-20 Other Dis of G B
121 Dis of Pancreas

11 Obstetrical Cond

136 Pre- & Post-Natal Tnf
L37 Hemorrhage of Pregnancy
138 Toxemias Pre- & Post-Ìtratal
139 Other Complication of Pregnancy
I40 Abortion
141 Delivery No Complication
I42 Delivery Complicated by Bleeding
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143 Delivery Cor.rplicated by Bony Abnormalityj-44 DeÌivery with Other Cornplicátions
145 Puerperal Complications

l-2Skin&SCDis

:--46Inf-Skin&SCTissue
I47 Other Infections Skin & S C Tissues
148 Dis of Skin & S C Tissue

16 I1l-Defined Conditions

169 Observation Only
L70 Ill-Defined Conditions

17 Accidents Poi-sonings

171 Frac Skull
L72 Frac Spine Trunk
I73 Frac Upper Límb
17 4 Frac Femur
175 Other Frac Lov¡er Limbs
1-76 Dislocation Sprains & Strains
177 fnternal Tnjury
17B Superficial Injury
179 Foreign Body
180 Burns
181 Injury ltrerves Spinal Cord
I82 Poisbning Medical Agents
183 Poisoning Non-t4edicinal Agents
784 Surgical & Medical Complications
185 Other Effects of External Causes
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APPE}TDTX VIII

HOSPITALIZATIoN DIAGI']oSTTC CATEGoRTES
OI4ITTED FROI.{ STUDY

(AS PUBLISHED BY THE
MÀNTTOBA HEALTH SERVTCES CO}ßITSSTON)

02 Neoplasms

0I2 C A Stomach
013 C A Intestine
0l4CAofRectum
015 C A Other Digestive Organs
016 C A Trachea, Bronchus and Lung
020 C A Breast
022 C A Uterus
025 C A Prostate
026 C A Bl-adder
027 C A Other G-U Organs
029 Other Primary-Secondary C A
030 Leukemia
031 Other C A Lymph & Hematopoietic
034 Benign Tumor Uterus
035 Benign Turnor Ovary
036 Benign Tumor Other Gyn
038 Other Benign Tumors
039 Carcinoma in SïTU-Cervix
040 Other Unspecified Tumors Other

07 Circulatory Dis

076 Active Rheumatic Fever
077 Chronic FIrt Dis
078 Hypertensive Dis
079 Acute Yocardial Infarction
080 Ischemic lleart Dis
081 Other Heart Dis
O82CVA
083 Cerebral Thrombosis
0B4OtherCVD
085 Arteriosclerosis
086 Other Dis Vascular
087 Pulmonary Embolism & Infarction
0BB Venous Phenoniena
089 Varicose Veins
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090 Hemorrhoids
091 Other Circulatory Dis

04 Dis Blood

049 Iron Deficiency Anaemias
050 P A & 812 Deficiencies
051 Other Blood Dis

10 Genitourinary Dis

125 Cystitis
L26 Other Urinary Dis
T27BPH
:--2B Phinosis
I29 Other G U Dis MaIe
130 Dis of Breast
131 Dis Ovary Tubal Parametrium
:-.32 Tnf Uterus Vagina Vulva
133 Uteros Prolapse & Malposition
134 Disorders of l.{enstruation
135 Other Dis Female Genital Organs

13 Musculoskeletal Dis

l-49 Rheumatoid Arthritis
150 Osteo Arthritis
151 Arthritis & Rheumatism
152 Osteomyeliti-s Other Bone Dis
153 Displacement of I V Disc
154 Other Dis of Joint
155 Syncvitis Bursitis
156 Other Dis of I'lovement

14 Congenital Anomalies

I57 Spina Bifida Hydrocephalus
158 Congenital Anomalies of Heart
159 Cleft Pa1ate ç Cleft Lip
160 Congenital Anomalies Digestive
161 Congenital Anomalies G U System
162 Congenital Anomalies l.{ovement
163 Other Congenital Anomalies

15 Perinatal Dis

165 Asphyxia Anoxia or Hypoxia
166 Hemolytic Disease of Newborn
161 Immaturity
168 Other Perinatal Dis
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18 Special Conditions & fnfants

186 No apparent disease
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APPENDIX IX

SUB-CATEGORTES OF
DEVELOP¡,IENT VARIABLES

Empl.ol¡m.ent

IJo. permanently employed
No. seasonallv emplo1zsfl
No. on permanent welfare
No. on seasonal rvel_fare

Communication

Radio
Radio-telephone
Telephone
Telex/Telegraph
Regular mail delivery
Other

Transpor.tatio_n

All seasons road
?rlinter road only
Rail
Boat
Bus service
Air strip
Float-plane
Ambulance service

Housin.g

Total no, of dv¡ellings
Electricity
Bath
Indoor toilet
Running water

Comm,ujrity _Services

Co-op
Day-care centre
Economic development program
Elementary school
Fire protection
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Forestry service
Foster homes
Homes for the aged
Housing
Hydro
Native centre
Kindergarten
Police
Public works
Secondary School
School for the mentally
trrlelfare services

Recreation Facilities
Playing fietds
Equipped playgrounds
Skating rj_nks
Gymnasiums

. Auditoriums
Community hall
Recreation centre
Other

Or_ga.ni z,ed. êc tiv-itie s

Committees
FIealth
Housing
Church
School
Recreation

Homemaker¡ s club
Pow-v¡ov¡s
Festivals/nairs
Bazaars
Bingos
Dances
Sporting events
Native crafts
Other

handicapped



DeveLoprnent
V.rriabl.es

Conrnrunity
Berens River
Blooclvei n

Cros s T,al<e

Iìast:er:vil.Ie
(Clrcrrr¿rrv¿rw i tr )

Cocl 's l,alie
Grancl R.rpids
l''toosc Lal(e

Nelson llouse
Nor:vJay Ilouse
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